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its original genetic imprint- the Silicate Matrix. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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the original genetic imprint for the human lineage. The Silicate Matrix DNA code contains

Crystal Body biological imprint. 2. Each double-helix strand of the Silicate Matrix contains
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Morphogenetic DNA Realignment, Imprinting and Programming, the Geomancies, Stellar
Activations and Celestial Arieas. The
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Keylontic Exercises for Imprinting the 51h Dimensional Template - Archetype Identity- into
the morphogenetic

Morphogenetic Crystal Body Imprinting, through which the higher DNA strands can "ground"
or

oscillation and for Imprinting/ Anchoring the D-5 Template! Archetype Identity are offered in

circulation) to first Imprint, then Program the Morphogenetic Crystal Body, in order to re-

Color+ Toning+ Breath= Imprinting and Programming the Crystal Body and DNA. The MCEO
Freedom
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DNA strands and Imprinting and Integration of the Archetypal Identity. The mechanics of
Morphogenetic
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Beginning Keylontic Technique: Imprinting/ Anchoring the D-5 Template - Archetype Identity
for health,
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body"s natural health imprint in the Crystal Body. Adjust sleep habits to shorter periods
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be corrected by Imprinting the Nada Hova body with the corrected electro-tonal program

Hova body via Imprinting. 2. Within the 12 dimensions of human biological morphogenetic
structure

Corrected Electro-tonal Imprints Imprinted Archetype - Alp hi Hova Body converts
misalignments in
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body with its imprint for health and the personality with its soul purposes, the

is used to Imprint the corrected electro-tonal pattern into the Nada Hova body

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body, dormant codes in the DNA

body and consciousness. Imprinting the D-5 Template is called Anchoring the Archetype. It

not mutated. After Imprinting the Archetype, Activation of the Archetype (embodiment of the

brought into activation. Imprinting the D-5 Template and Anchoring the Archetype are the

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body by using the breath, the

spectra. During morphogenetic Imprinting or Programming, the D-12 Geomancy Control
Code is also
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the original genefic imprint for the human lineage. The Silicate Matrix DNA code contains

Crystal Body biological imprint. 2. Each double-helix strand of the Silicate Matrix contains
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body with its imprint for health and the personality with its soul purposes, the

is used to Imprint the corrected electro-tonal pattern into the Nada Hova body

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body, dormant codes in the DNA

body and consciousness. Imprinting the D-5 Template is called Anchoring the Archetype. It

not mutated. After Imprinting the Archetype, Activation of the Archetype (embodiment of the

brought into activation. Imprinting the 0·5 Template and Anchoring the Archetype are

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body by using the breath,.the

spectra. During morphogenetic Imprinting or Programming, the 0-12 Geomancy Control
Code is also
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be corrected by Imprinting the Nada Hova body with the corrected electro-tonal program

Hova body via Imprinting. 2. Within the 12 dimensions of human biological morphogenetic
structure

5 Archetype 10) Imprinted Archetype- Alphi Hova Body Converts misalignments in Nada
Hova Body.
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Ill A, Birth Imprint: "a " , " 0 -:.P.-r

tbc Morphogeneti: DNA Imprint. Ooe Doubl~ DNA Strand ~ Hdil Elcctrica1 HcfV 12 Base
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1l the morphogenetic imprint of the ~re of Amenti. · Seeding the 12

along with the imprint for the strand car.ed by their Root Race. The
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realigning the DNA imprint for the human race within the morphogenetic field of the
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the body and imprints the morphogenetic field with the Fire Letter design of the

the DNA the imprint for the 8th strand of the 12-strand Silicate Matrix
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They possess the imprint for a minimum of the 6" DNA strand at birth,
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Code has been imprinted into the Harmonic Universe -1 morphogenetic field (the
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indicates you have imprinted most of the 5th dimensional frequencies into your Nada Hova

5 frequencies are imprinted, the natural process of activating these frequencies within the
DNA

not possess the imprint for the 51h DNA strand can receive this imprint from

can receive this imprint from someone who has it via energetic induction or can

can acquire this imprint in 2012 from the frequencies running through the Earth"s grid.

the 5th strand imprint is acquired and the 41h strand is activated. This exercise

the 5th strand imprint is acquired.
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the Karmic Terror Imprint within the Oraphim line. To go back in time before

time before the imprint happened. Allow the Avatar self to become embodied. Depending
upon

consciousness. 4. Morphogenetic Imprint An imprint that is held within the makeup of matter

Morphogenetic Imprint An imprint that is held within the makeup of matter or consciousness.
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b) A Karmic Imprint affected the race (c) They began the cycles of

ofthe Lyran-Syrian imprint that goes into the Ascended Masters levels that could bring
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the Karmic Terror Imprint within the Oraphim line. To go back in time before

time before the imprint happened. Allow the Avatar self to become embodied. Depending
upon

consciousness. 4. Morphogenetic Imprint An imprint that is held within the makeup of matter

Morphogenetic Imprint An imprint that is held within the makeup of matter or consciousness.
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b) A Karmic Imprint affected the race (c) They began the cycles of

ofthe Lyran-Syrian imprint that goes into the Ascended Masters levels that could bring
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re-generating the imprint. If you practice this technique, it
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the Lyran-Sirian Imprint; that is how we got into Density. • We came
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Seed) of your imprint into individuation. It is the first level offragmentation or getting
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is the Karmic Imprint formed and how does it enter our physical body? (

carrying the Karmic Imprint? • (a) When the process of forming dark crystals

forms the Karmic Imprint. This miasmic build-up of dark crystals blocks anything coming

crystals, the Karmic Imprint progressively brought more of those crystals in at a faster

original reversed Karmic Imprint enters the physical body in Harmonic Universe 1 (HU-

b) The Karmic Imprint blocks the light coming in from the higher levels; we

of the Karmic Imprint according to the Guardian Alliance (GA)? (b) What

clearing the Karmic Imprint differ from other schools of teaching? • We can find

rate of Karmic Imprint clearing-we can clear ourselves in one big bang, blow

clear the Karmic Imprint as the priority for survival rather than having to walk
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miginal reversed Karmic Imprint at the coccyx. (b) Describe the impact of the

original reversed Karmic Imprint at the point of entry to HU -1 here.
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and the Monadic Imprint are the key to leaving the Time Matrix at D8
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reverse the Monadic Imprint would be to flip those shapes over, create the mirror
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original reversed Karmic Imprint at the point of entry to HU-1 here. The

before the Human Imprint was created or before the human race was created to

matrix. 5. Karmic Imprint: When the process of forming dark crystals that vibrate at

forms the Karmic Imprint. This miasmic build-up of dark crystals blocks anything coming

crystals, the Karmic Imprint progressively brought more of those dark crystals in at a

in. The Karmic Imprint blocks the light coming in from the higher levels; we

original reversed Karmic Imprint of the body at its point of entry into HU-
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clear the Karmic Imprint as the priority for survival, rather than having to walk

clear the Karmic Imprint of miasmic grids, we can find 1 or 2 key
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and the Monadic Imprint are the key to leaving the Time Matrix at D8.

reverse the Monadic Imprint would be to flip them over, create the mirror image,
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is the Karmic Imprint created? It is the result of __ _ (a)

get the Karmic Imprint out of the body, the GA uses energy dynamics to

original reversed Karmic Imprint be transmuted into the light? It can be transmuted by
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clear the Karmic Imprint as fast as possible without throwing your system into chaos.
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You"ll get an imprint. Bring your consciousness back to you, and you will have
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clear the Karmic Imprint as fast as possible without throwing your system into chaos.
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You"ll get an imprint. Bring your consciousness back to you, and you will have
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the 9th dimensional imprint and the connection to the Monad identity. 12. Regent: 3rd
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the 9th dimensional imprint and the connection to the Monad identity. 12. Regent: 3rd
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had the DNA imprint of whatever root race strand they came in with, but

with, but also imprints of DNA strands 7 through 12 in dormant form, so

allow the emotional imprint of incarnational memories to surface, we will get the incarnational
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the Turaneusiam human imprint? • To be able to incarnate in the human form

both. 4. Miasmic imprint: Looks like a dark version of the Kathara Grid and
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feel the Fear Imprint. 11. People with similar Aparthi (a) Group together because
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Miasms or Miasmic Imprints? • Miasms are clusters of anti-particles that hold Holographic

of related Karmic Imprints from many different time lines. When you reverse the polarity

of the Miasmic Imprint to open into wave form into a person"s fields for
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REGENERATION of the Imprint for Health Sequence-1 Kathara Points OPEN energetic gate-
ways

regeneration of the Imprint for Health. Sequence-1 Points are used to open the
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REVITALIZATION of the Imprint for Health Sequence-2 Kathara Points CLOSE energetic gate-
ways

revitalization of the Imprint for Health within the physical cells. Sequence-2 Points are
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12111 Dimensional ORGANIC IMPRINT. In using the Music of the Spheres for work with
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the PLANETARY ORGANIC IMPRINT throughout the 4 Density Levels of the PLANETARY
SHIELDS .

MAHARIC SHIELD ORGANIC IMPRINT. One of the 15 SONGS OF THE SPHERES was provided
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to restoring our imprint for health, is understanding the reality of dimensionalization within
which
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understand the intrinsic Imprint and impetus for health, in the human organism, a basic
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the indelible Organic Imprint for Health can be progressively restored. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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of generating the Imprint for Health within the human organism, as well as reclaiming
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to regenerate the Imprint for Health and to revitalize the Bio-energetic and physical
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of the Organic Imprint for Health. All manifest DIS-EASE originates through distortions in

within the Organic Imprint for Health. Manifestation Template healing therapeutics, based
upon the knowledge
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DNA I RNA IMPRINT TO BIO-ENERGETIC AURIC FIELD TO CHAKRAS ~ TO NADIAL
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through which the Imprint for Health can be restored to Biology. ~ All manifest
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within the Organic Imprint for Health creates true healing and expedites the natural
processes
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SHIELD AND THE IMPRINT FOR HEALTH THE PLANETARY BIO-FEED INTERFACE SYSTEM
(PBIS)
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KNOWING and the Imprint for Health Knowledge is an agent of freedom, IF it

emerges as the Imprint for Health is reawakened within the human body. First we

recognize that the Imprint for Health is there, sleeping silently within us, awaiting this

not restore the Imprint for Health; it simply masks from view the causal elements

Grid, the dormant Imprint for Health is sleeping and through knowledge of Kathara and

can reawaken the Imprint for Health within ourselves to progressively move into KNOWING
HEALTH

upon which the Imprint for Health is built. For in understanding these structures, you

to call the Imprint for Health into awakening. But it is through the APPLICATION
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of awakening the Imprint for Health. The Imprint for Health and the Maharic Shield

for Health. The Imprint for Health and the Maharic Shield Restoration of health within

progressively reset the Imprint for Health within the Body-Mind-Spirit System. The Imprint

Spirit System. The Imprint for Health sleeps soundly now within a portion of the

into its original Imprint for Health. The Imprint for Health is a tangible construct

for Health. The Imprint for Health is a tangible construct of energy that is
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to regenerate the Imprint for Health, you will have change occurring within multiple levels

from the biological imprint, and a higher level of order is re-established within

HEALING, as the Imprint for Health is progressively reawakened and restored within the
Body-

restoration of the Imprint for Health within your Body-Mind-Spirit System. Learning to

to restore the Imprint for Health requires a bit of knowledge regard ing Elements

through which the Imprint for Health can receive its wake-up call . The
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that keeps the Imprint for Health within the human Maharic Shield functioning properly. Due

the Maharic Shield Imprint for Health and the other functional portions of the human
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Shield and its Imprint for Health within the human Kathara System. Reawakening the PBIS

RESET the original imprint of function within the personal Kathara, for accelerated
regeneration of

regeneration of the Imprint for Health within the human form. The Hierophant Symbol Code

to RESET the Imprint for Health within the operational Holographic Template of the human
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instructions for the Imprint for Health are stored. By awakening the 11th and 12th

themselves the organic imprint for the entire dimensionalized wave spectra of the dimensions
that
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regenerating the organic Imprint for Health in the human Holographic Template Kathara Grid.
The

to reset the Imprint for Health can be reduced to simple instructions for the

of restoring the Imprint for Health. ) The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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of the morphogenetic imprint and its resulting progressive expansion of consciousness and
growth of

the original human imprint are ETERNAL - deterioration and death were not a part

of the original Imprint for Health within the human Bio-Spiritual makeup. Through
understanding

THE ORIGINAL GENETIC IMPRINT OF THE HUMAN FORM. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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of the morphogenetic imprint is reflected in the DNA and chemical and hormonal balances

its desired body imprint in time. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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into a morphogenetic imprint with a bit higher capacity, until eventually the consciousness
can
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Healing Within the imprint of the MAHARIC SHIELD of human morphogenetic structure is the

is the dormant imprint of the 1 ()th, 11th and 12th Dimensional electrotonal



the original ETERNAL IMPRINT FOR HEALTH. Though it takes time and consistent application
of

fully regenerate the Imprint for Health and Eternal Life within the 15- Dimensional Levels
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original 12-Dimensional imprint within the human morphogenetic field, in order to reinstate
the

reinstate the original Imprint for Health and Bio-Spiritual Mastery within the operational
evolutionary
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Harmonic Maharic Shield Imprint for Health is used to realign and clear blockages from

to awaken the Imprint for Health and Spiritual Actualization within the BodyMind-Spirit
System.
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set the morphogenetic imprint upon which the Chakra System and foundation DNA
organization of

body. Restoring the Imprint for Healing to the Axi-A-Tonal Lines and corresponding

grid. Restoring the Imprint for Health within the Axi-A-Tonal Lines simultaneously restores

clear the Miasmic Imprint" - the anti-particle blockages within the Diadic Points -

Clearing the Miasmic Imprint while simultaneously Repatterning the Level - 1 Kathara Centers
and

to restore the Imprint for Health within the Human Body-Mind-Spirit System and
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Level, DNA strand imprint and level of consciousness. As 3 Signets, Seed Seals and
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and DNA strand imprints. The 12 Primary Axi·A·Tonal Lines appear
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holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 7, 8 and 9, corresponds to Chakra
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holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 4, 5 and 6, corresponds to Chakra
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holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 1, 2 and 3, corresponds to Chakra
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holds the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strand 10, 11 and 12, corresponds to Chakra
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holds the morphogenetic imprint for all DNA strands for all manifest incarnations in 4

holds the morphogenetic imprint for all manifest incarnations of persons, planets and galaxies
within
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for restructuring the Imprint for Health within the causal core, while expediting the healing
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core human DNA imprint is built upon a 12-Dimensional Structure, each of the

original human DNA imprint is called the Silicate Matrix, the 12-strand scalar-wave

12-strand DNA imprint of the human form implies that human biology was designed

core DNA scalar imprint are the points of consolidated frequency through which energy-
consciousness
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natural eternal Organic Imprint for Health within the human body. The ability of the

of the Organic Imprint for Health, as held within the Maharic Shield, is achieved
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, while the imprint and potentialities for strands 4-12 lie dormant within the

the entire genetic imprint, which are not presently detectable by contemporary scientific
technique. The

The human DNA imprint will always appear, from external analysis, as a 2-strand

the active DNA imprint. By contemporary standards of categorization, if science were to
objectively

to reawaken the Imprint for Health within the human body, we are simultaneously directly
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of its evolutionary imprint. Individuals displaying abilities of "Extra-sensory Perception" are
not
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have their first imprint within the Kathara Grid Level-2: Crystal Seals structure. The
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reawaken the Organic Imprint for Health. As Kathara blockages are progressively repaired,
the genetic

of the DNA imprint. DNA expansion will create reciprocal alterations in the bodily metabolic

to restore the Imprint for Health, through which natural perceptual expansion will
progressively take
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holds the original IMPRINT FOR HEALTH -the original Flash-line Sequences of Harmonic
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to the original Imprint for Health. The Flash-line Sequences of Dimension 12 can

for repatterning the Imprint for Health within the Core Holographic Template of the body.
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The human DNA imprint contains the program for 12 strands of DNA, one manifesting
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mutate the DNA imprint, through Hova Body alignment and merger, the experiential
attributes of
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to restore the Imprint for Health within the Holographic Template for manifestation. The
Mahara

Shield and the Imprint for Health In Level-1 Kathara Healing we will learn

hold its original Imprint for Healththe MAHARIC RECODING PROCESS. The Maharic Shield is
the

our original CREATION IMPRINT. Our creation imprint is the ORIGINAL IMPRINT FOR
HEALTH, the

IMPRINT. Our creation imprint is the ORIGINAL IMPRINT FOR HEALTH, the condition of
eternal

is the ORIGINAL IMPRINT FOR HEALTH, the condition of eternal being, free from Hova
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will utilize the Imprint for Health, as held within the Maharic Shield, to begin

original, non-distorted imprint of Partiki-Phasing flash-line sequences, within the entire
Kathara
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To restore the Imprint for Health within the Body-Mind-Spirit-System, the Holographic

but first the Imprint for Health must be restored within the Level-1 12-

body. Once the Imprint for Health has been temporarily restored, within the Core
Holographic

when the renewed Imprint for Health reaches CRITICAL MASS within the morphogenetic
field. Critical
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frequencies of the Imprint for Health. After the Healing Ground is set within the

the Miasmic/Karmic Imprint and accelerating the opening of the Diadic Points, to working



the Miasmic/ Karmic Imprint that blocks various areas of the Hova Body Imprint. We

the Hova Body Imprint. We will next learn to add FORCE AND POWER to

Regeneration of the Imprint for Health and Revitalization of the Body-Mind-Spirit System.

clearing the Miasmic Imprint from the Kathara Grid. · The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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regenerated to the Imprint for Health, as held within the program of the Maharic

and regenerating the Imprint for Health, within the Kathara Grid and Body-Mind-Spirit

restoration of the Imprint for Health are further amplified and accelerated. The MCEO
Freedom
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frequency and the Imprint for Health, as held within the program of the Maharic

Field regenerates the Imprint for Health within and directly revitalizes the body cells for

function of the Imprint for Health within the Body-Mind-Spirit system. The MCEO
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Regeneration of the Imprint for Health Sequence-1 Kathara Points OPEN energetic gate-ways

regeneration of the Imprint for Health. Sequence-1 Points are used to open the
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Revitalization of the Imprint for Health Sequence-2 Kathara Points CLOSE energetic gate-
ways

revitalization of the Imprint for Health within the physical cells. Sequence-2 Points are
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"Karmic" Miasmic Imprint) from the client. (This problem occurs in all subtle-
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of the biological imprint is built upon the Scalar-wave Templates of Consciousness that

restoring the Organic Imprint for Health while simultaneously serving to expedite the natural
processes
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the Karmic-Miasmic imprint from the Density-1 Time Cycle incarnations and the beginning
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Pre-matter Creation Imprint, which is the Organic Imprint for Health. The MCEO Freedom

is the Organic Imprint for Health. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Maharic Shield Organic Imprint for Health is used to progressively repattern the embodied
Kathara
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the Karmic-miasmic imprint from the personal Scalar Shields, Kathara Grid and DNA
Template,
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restoring the Original Imprint for Health. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by
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of the Original Imprint for Health simultaneously expedites the natural processes of
evolution, through
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the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint from the Density-1 incarnational Time Cycles and the first
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THE KARMIC-MIASMIC IMPRINT, INCARNATIONAL TIME VECTORS, VECTOR IMBEDDING.
~MULTI-VECTOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECODING
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THE KARMIC-MIASMIC IMPRINT Karma. Identity. the Christos and the Physics of Divine Right

the PERSONAL CHRISTOS IMPRINT, holds the original Primal Order of scalar waves through
which

Shield. The Christos Imprint of the Maharic Shield represents the PATH OF DIVINE RIGHT
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of the Karmic Imprint. In energetic terms, Divine Right Order represents the natural
alignment

the original Christos Imprint, the Primal Order perfect organization of scalar-wave
configurations that

Maharic Shield Christos Imprint of Perfect Organization, within the context of Universal
Primal Order.
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Template The Miasmic Imprint within the body and Manifestation Template that holds the
personal

Karma- the Miasmic Imprint- is a bio-physical phenomenon of scalar-wave distortion that

restore our personal Imprint for Health, our Christos Imprint, as held within our Maharic

Health, our Christos Imprint, as held within our Maharic Shield, part of these efforts

clearing the Miasmic Imprint that is bleeding through into our personal Manifestation



Template from

to its Organic Imprint for Health, the Maharic Shield Christos Imprint, we need to

Maharic Shield Christos Imprint, we need to clear the Miasmic Imprint from our other

clear the Miasmic Imprint from our other simultaneous incarnations as it is presently
embedded

Transmuting the Miasmic Imprint that is embedded in our DNA Template to restore the
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Restoring the Organic Imprint for Health and Clearing the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint Literally all

the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint Literally all conditions of dis-ease in the human body

of the Organic Imprint for Health - the Maharic Shield Christos Imprint- within the

Maharic Shield Christos Imprint- within the Kathara Grid blueprint of the personal
Manifestation Template.

the karmic-Miasmic Imprint from a myriad of various simultaneous selves presently evolving
in

clear the Miasmic Imprint is by "walking the Karma", which means allowing progressive

of the Miasmic Imprint to repeatedly re-manifest in the personal life experience, until

creation. The Miasmic Imprint within the collective human species has grown so extensively
that

and the Miasmic Imprint continues to compound and amplify itself as the same errors

The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint is an ENERGY FORM; a literal construct of Scalar-wave

energy, the Miasmic Imprint can be dealt With AS ENERGY, WITH ENERGY, for the

of the Karmic Imprint. The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests within the causal level of

The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests within the causal level of manifestation, the 3 levels

the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests as misalignment and malfunction within all levels of
the

clear the Karmic Imprint AS ENERGY, WITH ENERGY, its disorganized scalarfrequency
patterns must be

Maharic Shield Christos Imprint to the personal Kathara Grid takes time and precise
applications
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regenerating the Christos Imprint within the Kathara Grid of the human body is a

with the Christos Imprint of the Maharic Shield . The Partiki Phasing Flash Line
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- the Christos Imprint and Organic Imprint for Health. Also begins activation of dormant

Imprint and Organic Imprint for Health. Also begins activation of dormant DNA Strand
Templates,
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of the karmic imprint that need clearing when you run Technique # 4: The
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the Client"s Organic Imprint for Health - the Christos Maharic Template, and initiates the

the personal Organic Imprint for Health while simultaneously beginning the process of
Regenesis of
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holds the Organic Imprint for Health for all simultaneous incarnates of an identity, and

the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint from the personal Manifestation Template to progressively
restore Healthful Primal
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The Karmic-Miasmic Imprint does not have to be suffered and cleared the "

reality." The Miasmic Imprint can be cleared as energy, with energy, to prevent its

the Karmic-Miasmic Imprint by realigning the personal Manifestation Template with the
shared Christos

of the Organic Imprint for Health. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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clearing the KarmicMiasmic Imprint from the personal Manifestation Template begins with
activation of the
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The Oraphim genetic imprint of the Indigo Children allows more rapid re-assembly of
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the Maharic Shield imprint in the DNA Template that is held within the Level-

the Maharic Shield imprint in the Kathara Grid, the Personal Merkaba Fields distribute the
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adopt the common imprint of the mathematical-geometrical program of the Planetary Kathara
Grid

holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in biological form, life experience
variation and the

species, is the imprint for probability to exist. The Human species Tribal and Maharic
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dormant "Memory Imprint" Meajhon replica~ in the Radial Body Meajhe Field and reappears

carrying an expanded imprint of the first Radial Tile, progresses from the Meajhe Field
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healing and the Imprint for Health, attaining mastery over Manifestation Mechanics and the
Bio-
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to reset the Imprint for Health (Kathara Level-1 ), while simultaneously working
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which our genetic imprint manifests, we can use this knowledge to release the digressive
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Innocence. The Cellular Imprint, Morphogenetic Fields, the Race Drama, Releasing the DNA
Pleiadian Seal
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our race karma imprint .... The Drakonian-Nibiruian takeover of Amenti and resulting Pole
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of our karmic imprint and DNA mutations, lives the memory of our personal evolutionary
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Releasing the Karmic Imprint Track 2: Technique 5: Clearing the Crystal Body CD6: Track
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The human DNA imprint has been functioning below its capacity for thousands of years,

the human DNA imprint can be progressively restored, allowing the natural dynamics of Soul,

(energetic template) imprint of the DNA is progressively expanding through drawing
frequency in

The morphogenetic DNA imprint controls what DNA functions will physically manifest and so
morphogenetic

The human genetic imprint was originally designed to hold 12 dimensions of consciousness-
the

original human genetic imprint is called the Silicate Matrix or the Diamond Sun DNA
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be corrected by Imprinting the Nada Hova body with the corrected electro-tonal program

Hova body via Imprinting. 2. Within the 12 dimensions of human biological morphogenetic
structure

Corrected Electro-tonal Imprints Imprinted Archetype- Alphi Hova Body converts
misaligAments in Nada Hova
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sets human morph. imprint into Unified Fields of dimensions 8-15. Created by Dimensional

set human morph. imprint into dimensions 1-7. created by Dimensional Merkaba Fields 1-
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contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA energy for 2
cycles

Anchoring the Archetype imprints the personal morphogenetic field with the realigned
template for DNA
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within the DNA imprint, in the present life time, possess the genetic ability to



field and genetic imprint. The Ascended Master is also the level of Ultra-terrestrial
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Silicate Matrix genetic imprint, it is the highest level of awareness that can be
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contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA (Kundalini)
energy for
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and holds the imprint for the DNA-RNA pattern through which the biological genetic
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Silicate Matrix genetic imprint. Incarnates are created by Souls in sets of 12, forming

receive the full imprint of the 12-strand DNA Silicate Matrix, are called Initiates
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in the morphogenetic imprint for the DNA, most people will not experience Kundalini
Activation
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contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and KeeRa-ShA energy for 2 cycles
of
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called the Karmic Imprint, its The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series 42 Presented by
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The Miasmic/Karmic imprint must be transmuted for Hova Body merger, Higher Identity
embodiment

the associated Miasmic imprint) as the projection manifests in the 3-dimensional life.
Unfortunately,

of the Miasmic imprint on the mental and emotional bodies. A second method of

dissolving the Miasmic imprint is to combine its disharmonic holographic projection with is
corresponding

dissolving the miasmic imprint is dealing with the imprint directly as energy, with energy,

dealing with the imprint directly as energy, with energy, using Keylontic Science technique to

contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA energy for 2
cycles
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contains the morphogenetic imprint, conscious awareness and Kee-Ra-ShA energy for 2
cycles
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original core genetic imprint of the human lineage before mutations occurred, portions of
which

upon a morphogenetic imprint of 12 DNA strands, each strand corresponding to 1 of
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begin as specialized imprints within the morphogenetic field, that appear in the form of

crystals. The DNA imprint is a scalar grid ( an interwoven group of standing

forms of the imprint into activation. Once activated, the DNA codes produce bio-chemical

to the genetic imprint inherited by the biological parents, other portions corresponding to part

accreted) the morphogenetic imprint of the DNA, which begins a progressive manifestation of
the

the dormant strand imprints (through particle accretion) within the physical, operational gene
code,

12 DNA strand imprints, within the morphogenetic field, corresponds to a specific
dimensional frequency
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DNA; the memory imprint becomes encoded within the body cells and morphogenetic field,
progressively

stored the memory imprints of what the embodied consciousness experienced as it passed
through

within the DNA imprint, are called Genetic Time Codes, they allow for DNA strand

in the morphogenetic imprint of the Silicate Matrix DNA; these imprints can be realigned

Matrix DNA; these imprints can be realigned using Keylontic Science, thus restoring the
potential

example, the memory imprints for one"s Atlantian incarnations can be found in the 3rc1

recorded within the imprint for the 4th DNA strand, which we are just beginning
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4th DNA strand imprint, we are now beginning to see the physical manifestation of

memory and manifestation imprints of our incarnational experiences within the Time Cycles
of Harmonic

memory and manifestation imprints of our future-time manifestations in the Semi-etheric
matter

memory and manifestation imprint of our future-time manifestation sin the Harmonic
Universe-3

memory and manifestation imprints of our future-time manifestation in the Pre-matter liquid
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the human DNA imprint through realigning the morphogenetic field, upon which the physical



DNA

restore the morphogenetic imprint for the Silicate Matrix. Soul: The Soul Identity is the
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and the morphogenetic imprints of the 4th, 5th and 6th DNA strands are prepared

prepares the morphogenetic imprint of the 7th, Bth and gth DNA strand for activation,
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Releasing the Karmic Imprint. Keylontic Technique 5: Clearing the Crystal Body Lecture 5
touches

of the Miasmic imprint through direct energetic transmutation of Miasmic Crystals. This
process progressively

the Miasmic-Karmic imprint from the DNA and cellular coding, deterring disharmonic patterns,
from

Page:  56

Fulfillment, the Monadic Imprint and God-Seed "Cosmic Family" consciousness gestalts, to
which
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the body and imprints the MF with the fire letter design of the 8th
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or crystal body imprint, behind within the dimensional frequency bands in which your
consciousness

are the morphogenetic imprints responsible for creating the manifestations of disease and
disharmonic conditions,

your "Karmic Imprint" or "Karmic Debt". The Kl is nothing more than

of being. Miasmic imprints affect the design and function of the DNA and the
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which the miasmic imprint continues and is passed from one life to another. Due

removing the miasmic imprint directly, one can begin to realign the life direction and
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the Karmic Miasmic Imprint on its own terms, as energy - with energy -

be avoided. Miasmic imprints, that are transmuted through direct energy work, will not
manifest
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or Monadic Identity Imprint). The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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within their Monadic imprint and found themselves unable to retain their connection to the

with the human imprint. Most present day humans were originally a consciousness that
manifested
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program" or electrical imprint. As the base DNA code is electrically altered the entire

Page:  31

the physical sensory imprint is valid within the present moment focus of the consciousness.

stored within its imprint, whether those events occurred in the past or the future.
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the altered bodily imprint. 32

Page:  33

first the new imprint alterations "do not compute" within the mental body and

integrates the new imprint "flashes" of memory will then come into conscious awareness,

of the new imprint, bringing it to the surface of memory. The event of

the new cellular imprint; the "mind has caught up with the experiences of

integrate the full imprint of such a multi-time event the human organism literally

the altered DNA imprint. Your three-dimensional instruments presently cannot record most of
these
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slowly-the genetic imprint of the original prototype would be broken down into sections

sections or sub-imprints. Each imprint would be used to create a "smaller"

sub-imprints. Each imprint would be used to create a "smaller" prototype, or
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of their genetic imprint, through which these humans will assist in setting the codes
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a stronger human imprint than those derived from egg-donor conceptions, which allows for

the strongest emotional imprint of the hybrids and are thus better able to understand,

the human genetic imprint, used in various combinations. (Other Zeta-human hybrid strains



"pre-recorded" imprints, packages of communicated 47
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frequency, create energetic imprints of that filtered energy and translate the imprints into "

and translate the imprints into "packages of perception" that are then used to
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damaged the genetic imprint of biological life is altered, mutated from its original pattern.
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as the Dolar Imprint or Dolus for short. In other writings we will elaborate

Page:  76

restructuring the genetic imprint of the species. These groups entered into different time
coordinates

Page:  77

"ghost" memory imprints as the biological cells still hold residual electrical impulses from

the old memory imprints and into a focus upon the new program that the
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actual original memory imprints, and with the help of interdimensional teachers reconnect to
their

fulfill their genetic imprint the biological transmutation of the species into that original "
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within the cellular imprint so that once your species had evolved into cognition of
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from the base imprint of your DNA (and thus out of your perceptual

fulfilling your Turaneusiam imprint. But instead there were set 81
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within your genetic imprint was a group known as the Drakon. The Drakon originated

"ghost" cellular imprints began. It was during these times that the aforementioned Zionites
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sets of memory imprints directing one body. This is part of the challenge humans
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donated their genetic imprint at the inception of this experiment. They are your ancestors



within the genetic imprint that you carry, but also within their own time and
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of the Turaneusiam imprint. But the Starseeds are "ahead of their time" so

the Starseed genetic imprint is valuable to the Zeta. It is this element for
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old fragmented genetic imprint. Until you overcome these issues, and the petty power
struggles
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of your evolutionary imprint can be achieved. There are methods you can use as

of the Evolutionary Imprint and the development of HSP. The threat of holographic inserts
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to fulfill the imprint and role for which it was created, it must become
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old "instinctual imprint" of the early human would be combined with the newly
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within the cellular imprint and was "put on line," through the operative "

lineage bears the imprint of this mutation, as illustrated by your propensity toward self-
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clear your emotional imprint without you first consenting to the process. Once you have
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clearing the emotional imprint, many ideas and practices that may seem foreign to the

Page:  103

the distorted emotional imprints you will discover the original pattern and sequence of the
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of subatomic energy imprints, whereas the designs emerge as part of the organic air/

within the electromagnetic imprint of the organic elements as a result of intended multi-
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a residual emotional imprint of the events as stored within cellular memory. These stored

These stored emotional imprints of unresolved abduction issues exist beneath the surface of
consciousness,



Page:  120

facilities. The memory imprints and subconscious information are stored within the cells in
the
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memory and emotional imprints of an abduction. You can use these techniques to design
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scramble the memory imprints" held within the body, creating the emergence of "cover
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of the emotional imprint around the experience, creating further imbalances within the body
and

of the emotional imprint of the trauma and establishment of effective tools for empowerment
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the desired genetic imprint. For this reason we suggest that you offer hypnotic regression

Page:  138

Storage. Stores perceptual imprints from various Components of Mind and stores directional
impulses from

Page:  148

times the emotional imprint will come first and if you will allow it to

Page:  151

this skill will imprint the Reasoning Mind with new neuro-passageways that will allow
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combined their genetic imprint with certain lines of the new Oraphim Angelic Human lineage,
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has a memory imprint that has served as the core from that cycle, onward,
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had the DNA imprint of whatever Root Race strand they came in with, but

the Turaneusiam-Human imprint in order to be able to take on the densities

There"s a fear imprint that we carry very deep down because of that. Most

carry a fear imprint, the primal fear from way back, because it"s been a

But the fear imprint of knowing you were a part of a collective that
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And we have imprints of trying to run from that and trying to deal

allow the emotional imprint of the memory to come back, too So when you

release the fear imprint, this is going to be something later taught in more

over the miasmic imprint from the Kathara level. It"s a technique I"ve been waiting
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find the miasmic imprint, which looks like a dark version of the same thing.
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will feel an imprint of joy as your consciousness began to integrate with it
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City was an imprint of sorrow or indifference or coldness you will also feel
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is its original imprinting form, the first eight cells that form around the original
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located a memory imprint, then we can go backward again to age ten Try

your fetal integration imprint you must call on the assistance of the inner child,

into that memory imprint. Maybe imagine yourself holding a pencil and trying to learn



lives a full imprint of a memory moment that is alive in it"s own
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there is the imprint of that communication. After we feel a little zap of
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in everybody"s integration imprint there"s a little bit of a quickening around the heart

the original emotional imprint that you came into this body pattern having for that

the first emotional imprints that had imprinted the fetal body and that will have

imprints that had imprinted the fetal body and that will have built within the
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part of the imprint we are going to heal. But first it must be

core Emotional Body imprint. If you want to be free and reclaim your power

there is an imprint in all of us that has a bit of rebellion

when that is imprinted into the body pattern, it becomes a core pattern of
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is a fetal imprint in all of us that knows we lost freedom in

part of the imprint of each of your parents. And it can feel like

to clear these imprints out of the emotional body imprint. Move down a little

the emotional body imprint. Move down a little bit more, use the white spark
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will carry that imprint of fetal integration with you through your whole posture, through

with that aversion imprint in this time frame So you"ll find a part of

amplifies that original imprint of being so devastated and feeling so homesick for those

These are the imprints that grow out of these fetal imprints-where we"re afraid

of these fetal imprints-where we"re afraid to connect with each other, afraid to

energy behind this imprint, start to short circuit their own neurological structure And it

at the birth imprint. And any good and lovingness and joy that you had
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a horrendous birth imprint in there that"s really torturing them, and so they torture

of the original imprints you brought in. Some of them will be from here,

from this birth imprint. Others will be from incarnational imprinting, which we will deal

be from incarnational imprinting, which we will deal with at another time. We"re going
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by releasing this imprint right now. Right now, each of you are carrying within

can see an imprint, an overlay of the time-frame-the time vector when
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from that miasmic imprint of the fetal integration process. I want you to breathe
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dig up these imprints from in those eight cells, we"re firing miasms, which are
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releasing the fetal imprint, you may literally bounce off walls If you really let

releasing the fetal imprint. And when you flow with them they will turn into

releasing the fetal imprint. Someday, if we could ever afford it, I"m hoping, and

of the miasmic imprint; where there"s a place to scream where nobody"s going to
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with the karmic imprint as the miasmic imprint, which is its real manifestation in

as the miasmic imprint, which is its real manifestation in wave form Forget what

to release the imprint of the energy and move that energy away from you;
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of the karmic imprint, the first time we entered this Harmonic. And it will

somewhere in the imprint, if anybody"s going to make it off planet into ascension

have the original imprint of doing that process which would be the Oraphim. They

have an original imprint because they didn"t birth in. They down stepped in. So
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and has an imprint of it within your cellular code. This is why I

has a trauma imprint that has been repeating itself over and over and Copyright
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on the original imprintthe original core entry point into the Harmonic 1 when you
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Tunnel, there"s one imprint that has repeatedly caused a problem up to this day,

I call the imprint of Final Impact There was a wide sweep of destruction

evolve through animal imprints, just to get up enough consciousness together, to be able

type of human imprint Others managed to escape with some of their morphogenetic imprint



of their morphogenetic imprint intact. But there is a terror pattern that has stayed
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as a core imprint that messes up the Kathara grid. It messes up the

It"s a miasmic imprint It created a fear of expansion, a need to be

time. There"s an imprint where you will never, ever be satisfied with yourself, because

Within this core imprint, there is an amplification of pain, because Oraphim were all

can reverse the imprint in our hologram as far as what has taken place.
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in our personal imprint the original trauma-drama, we will also piece-by-piece,

the karmic miasmic imprint looks like when you peel it away from the morphogenetic

to reverse the imprint of this by simply ... (interruption in background) ...

the karmic miasmic imprint, by combining the miasmic Kathara Grid with its anti-particle
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years of karmic imprint that has built up on it. It is a simple
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the Lyran-Sirian imprint, which was-we have something called the Cradle of Lyra-

Race. The Sirian imprint is in everything within this Time Matrix. It is part
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to the Sirian imprint, the original Lyran-Sirian imprint. The Oraphim happen to be

original Lyran-Sirian imprint. The Oraphim happen to be that imprint, combined only with

to be that imprint, combined only with the original imprint for the T uraneusiam-

with the original imprint for the T uraneusiam-Human Race, which makes it a
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the human DNA imprint. DNA begins within the scalar-wave/frequency structure of the

within the DNA imprint, which create diversity of form, are called Fire Letters. The

through the DNA imprint, progressively expanding the scalar Template and the matter and
consciousness

band. The DNA imprint determines the amount of consciousness/energy a biological form can
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Ind igo DNA Imprint is that of the Elder Human Race + 7th Root
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and Azurite genetic imprint was used as the Seed for the new Turaneusiam race.

Elohei-Anuhazi-Azurite imprint, creating a hominid form with 48 DNA strands/Fire Letter
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/ Binh Imprint olthe Indigo DNA v / Due to their DNA, Indigos

are born w1th imprints for DNA 1-4. Cloisters have these + strands 5

bam with the imprint for DNA strands 1- 4 with varying degrees of 3rd

portions of the imprint for DNA strands 7-12 and may have partial activation

Race Human Oraphim imprint of 24 to 48 strands of DNA. During Fetal Integration

Page:  28

of Identity. The imprint and activation level of the DNA/Fire Letter program in

Page:  29

The Oraphim genetic imprint of the Indigo Children allow more rapid re-assembly of

Page:  30

Oraphimllndigo Child genetic imprint commences the Soul Integration process and activation
of DNA strand-

Page:  33



the parental DNA imprint if they are to fulfill their potential. Kathara Recoding is
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Strand Oraphim DNA imprint is the only coding high enough to retain its integrity

3 Indigo Recessive imprint has been created to allow Nephilim avatars, who desire, to

perspectives. The Nephilim imprint tends to activate first in the Type-3, often creating

as the DNA imprint of the Nephilim activates and shortly thereafter the Oraphim part

the distorted DNA imprint by counterbalancing it with its opposite Fire Letter sequence,
creating
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to the Nephilim imprint, Type-3 Indigos tend to be very gifted in math,

If the Nephilim imprint is strong, the physical body may grow to exhibit elongated
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Flower Press, an imprint of Granite Publishing, LLC Post Office Box 1429, Columbus, NC
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6 bring an imprint of the object"s energy signature into your 4th dimensional astral
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to return an imprint of the targefs Energy Signature back to your 4th Chakra.

INHALE the energy imprint back to your 41h Chakra until you begin to sense
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with its organic Imprint for Health. The following technique can be used to create
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you make the imprint on you, you don"t have to use a pen. Your

Page:  26

on them. Jehovian imprint that needs to be acknow- They can enjoy it, get
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reach critical mass imprinting in Earth"s Templar and the Human Race morphogenetic field.
Once

Page:  10

consciousness and memory imprint, then begins Christiac Avatar embodiment in the Density-
1 Earth

body"s karmic-Miasmic Imprint. Released from its "Karmic Imprint", the birth soul takes

its "Karmic Imprint", the birth soul takes an "evolutionary leap", accelerating in

any remaining Miasmic imprint from the body, while sequentially bringing into sustained
activation the
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clearing karmic/ miasmic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation (and the attainment
of

Page:  32

6 bring an imprint of the object"s energy signature into your 41h dimensional astral

Page:  55

with its organic Imprint for Health. The following technique can be used to create
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12th Dimensional ORGANIC IMPRINT. In using the Music of the Spheres for work with

the PLANETARY ORGANIC IMPRINT throughout the 4 Density Levels of the PLANETARY
SHIELDS. In

Page:  25

MAHARIC SHIELD ORGANIC IMPRINT. One of the 15 SONGS OF THE SPHERES was provided

Page:  29

the indelible Organic Imprint for Health and ability of Biological Ascension can be
progressively

Page:  45

The Oraphim genetic imprint of the Indigo Children allows more rapid re-assembly of

Page:  79

carry the genetic imprint of all stellar Founder Races. This new life form, which

Page:  81

the combined genetic imprint of the parents, or a replica of the singular parent"s

singular parent"s genetic imprint. Once the sac is expelled from the body, the new
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originally intended ORGANIC IMPRINT for the planet"s natural evolution through time in the
Densities

below, The Organic Imprint of a manifest form represents the original arrangement of scalar

The PLANETARY ORGANIC IMPRINT, which constitutes the planet"s natural, organic
alignment to the Signet
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of the Organic Imprint Density-4 Pre-matter 12th-Dimensional Maharic Shield, major
environmental

Maharic Shield Organic Imprint, as the Planetary Templar progressively comes into activation.
In Stellar



Page:  117

possesses the dormant imprint of a minimum of the 12-Strand Angelic Human design.

Page:  128

our Tribal Shield imprint, we progressively realign the Fire Letter Sequences in our DNA

Page:  175

(mother"s genetic imprint) and the 12 electrical Acceleration Codes per Strand emerge from

(father"s genetic imprint). The Base Code-Acceleration Code Pair that forms one Keylon
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temporary "partial imprint" or "phantom" of its former structure within the chemical
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the Race Genetic Imprint, caused by Planetary Shield distortions, severely block natural 12-
Strand
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the energetic cellular imprint through which they become able to more easily regulate their
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the personal Monadic Imprint that holds the personal D-12 Maharic Shield Christos Divine
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the morphogenetic field imprint of the fuii12-Strand DNA Silicate Matrix and has entered

the Silicate Matrix Imprint, to conduct level-1 Ordinations for others. LEVEL 3- ~
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MAHARIC SHIELD Organic Imprint. 5. Between MAY 5th.8th 2000 the 12th-Dimensional Sub-

to their Organic Imprint, as held within the 12th-Dimensional Pre-Matter Maharic Shield

restore the Organic Imprint to the Planetary Shield by using SCALAR MECHANICS
TECHNOLOGIES. Scalar

their own Organic Imprint of the "CHRISTED" Pre-matter SELF, while simultaneously
assisting
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adopt the common imprint of the mathematicalgeometrical program of the Planetary Kathara
Grid blueprint

holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in biological form, life experience
variation and the

species, is the imprint for probability to exist. The Human species Tribal and Maharic
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dormant "Memory Imprint" Meajhon replica ·~ in the Radial Body Meajhe Field

carrying an expanded imprint of the first Radial Tile, progresses from the Meajhe Field
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adopt the common imprint of the mathematical-geometrical program of the Planetary Kathara
Grid

holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in biological form, life experience
variation, and the

species, is the imprint for probability to exist. The Human species Tribal and Maharic
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Dormant Radial Memory Imprint Moment-1 Blueprint 2 PULSE #2 PULSE #1

dormant "Memory Imprint" Meajhon replica --& in the Radial Body Meajhe Field and

carrying an expanded imprint of the first Radial Tile, progresses from the Meajhe Field
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originally intended ORGANIC IMPRINT for the planet"s natural evolution through time in the
Densities

below. The Organic Imprint of a manifest form represents the original arrangement of scalar

The PLANETARY ORGANIC IMPRINT, which constitutes the planet"s natural, organic
alignment to the Signet

Page:  98

of the Organic Imprint Density-4 Pre-matter 12th-Dimensional Maharic Shield, major
environmental,

Maharic Shield Organic Imprint, as the Planetary Templar progressively comes into activation
.. In
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clearing karmic miasmic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation and expedites
attainment of true
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Field Radial Body imprint of the Density-1 physical body into which the D~

Body" electromagnetic replica imprint of the 3-dimensional Density-1 body forms from the

Page:  162



carries a trace imprint of D-5 frequency, which triggers sustained activation of DNA
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an electromagnetic replica imprint of the 3-dimensional Density•1 body that forms from
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on the mathematical imprint of the DNA Template to form a "Phantom Body

this body-replica imprint for dramas in Phantom Matrix and the Density-1 Void

Template as memory imprints carrying reverse-matrix coding, which merge with the physical-
chemical
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as a memory imprint. The Radial Body memory imprint is then mathematically encoded in

Radial Body memory imprint is then mathematically encoded in the Density-1 (Strands
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the "Karmic Imprint" in the DNA Template. Technique-13 will assist in reversing
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them the organizational imprint of part of Tara"s planetary grid morphogenetic field. These
planets

Page:  7

that contained the imprint for Mu and its inhabitants. Amenti was the part of

following the morphogenetic imprint from the sphere, a link between the future Tara and
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held the morphogenetic imprint for DNA strands 7-12 (which held the electro-

12), plus the imprint for strand 1, and each of the five groups carried

groups carried the imprint for one additional DNA strand corresponding to dimensions 2,3,4,5
and
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held the DNA imprint for 1/2 of the first strand of DNA (
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drew its energy imprint for its grid line structure and matter form. By removing
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fulfill your evolutionary imprint as souls and return to your Creator/Creative Source. 14
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would hold the imprint of that strand plus strands 7-12. The Cloister Race
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assembled. Without the imprint frequency patterns of strands 4-6, the incarnate soul could
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or organizational identity imprint. The Fifth Root Race Aeirans were able to retain form

as their genetic imprint did not include the fourth/D-4 strand of DNA.
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splice in the imprint for the fourth DNA strand. Members of these earlier races

fulfilled its genetic imprint and assembled the fourth DNA strand through which these soul

lower-vibrating genetic imprints would dissolve into the Unified Field of D-2, while
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the DNA strand imprint through which that memory would be stored within an incarnate"s
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full third stand imprint in their morphogenetic field. The option assisted Atlanian/Atlantean
races

the personal identity imprint as the soul fragments merged with the consciousness of the

third strand genetic imprint. The Second Seeding - the Fourth World 3, 700,000- 848,000

human and Sirian imprint in their genetic code, forming a smaller hybrid race 27
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original Turaneusiam-2 imprint during the Second Seeding. The Dagos were a dark brown

race whose genetic imprint would be carried as a recessive gene within the human

these plus the imprint for assembly of strands 7-12. Both Ayrian and Hibiru

these plus the imprint for 7-12. Atlanians and Breanoua would each manifest 1.5

these plus the imprint for 7-12. All of the races of the Second
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12-strand Turaneusiam imprint. The grounding codes allowed each race to manifest with
some

only those whose imprint contained the fourth DNA strand (the Fifth and Sixth

5, plus the imprint for strands 7-12. They are free of the Seals
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with distorted morphogenetic imprints were released from the Seals of Palaidor and Amenti
and
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where the DNA imprint in the morphogenetic field is repaired. The eighth-dimensional
meeting
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held within the imprint for the DNA, will have to be addressed, either in

and the energetic imprint of the DNA goes with you in the death transition.
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its original morphogenetic imprint. The morphogenetic fields exist as tapestries of inter-
woven energy
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the human evolutionary imprint and a return to the glorious beings you all once
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field and DNA imprint the frequency patterns of the fourth dimension. The Elohim of

brought that memory imprint into the personal cellular memory would reassemble within the
operational

altering the evolutionary imprint for numbers of the Amenti souls. The Drakon race is
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the human evolutionary imprint. Some of the more primitive human-like forms of "
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THE SECOND SEEDING imprint. Many such mutations were also created prior to the Electric

the human genetic imprint. Lamanian culture was not affected as greatly by the Anunnaki
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the human evolutionary imprint to ascend. During the Second Seeding the Elohim motivated
the

realigning the genetic imprint of the earthly race strains, and the Seres energetically interbred

Third Seeding this imprint became even more specialized as portions of the Egyptian line

the human evolutionary imprint began to prosper, and about 900,000 years ago the Elohim,
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not carry the imprint of their gene code. For those of the Anunnaki Resistance,
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within their genetic imprint, they could not return through the Arc, even as consciousness,

in their genetic imprint. The sixth races would be born with the Shield of
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the needed genetic imprint. The process of opening the Arc of the Covenant and

a stronger ET imprint within their genetic codes) interbred with the Lamanians and Ur-
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the human evolutionary imprint was held within the secrets of Amenti. Guardian Alliance and
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1, their evolutionary imprint erased. The Resistance desired to use humanity as an
experiment,
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Earth Phantom energy imprint, the higher 3-dimensional aspects of the race awareness
would

Page:  73

their own morphogenetic imprint. This gave an unfair evolutionary advantage to some
humans, such

the collective energy imprint of the planet. After the Frequency Fence was applied and

ground the full imprint for the 73
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already existing morphogenetic imprint passes through the Earth core morphogenetic field
where the energy

where the energy imprint for the DNA then picks up the particle patterns from

out" the DNA imprint in terms of dense-matter particles. If certain frequencies /

in the DNA imprint cannot flesh out into matter particles, and the DNA will
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fourth strand DNA imprint within their genetic code. In the races of the First

within which the imprint of higher dimensional experiences were stored, could not pass
through

Page:  77

if those strand imprints were contained within the race DNA imprint. As long as

the race DNA imprint. As long as the Frequency Fence was operational the Ego

and the soul imprint of that identity which is focused in HU-2. The

Page:  79

in the DNA imprint became too numerous, the original imprint for the races would

numerous, the original imprint for the races would be lost. If enough soul essences

with deviating genetic imprints passed back into their race morphogenetic field at death,
those

in the genetic imprint. The races removed from Amenti would pass through the planetary

bearing this genetic imprint configuration were sealed out of the Sphere of Amenti
morphogenetic

own original genetic imprint in our DNA, so they could reverse the mutations that
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12-strand DNA imprint. Through the Melchizedek morphogenetic field, the Hebrew-
Melchizedeks and Annu-

the highest genetic imprints within HU- 1 and HU-2 for it allows full

the human genetic imprint, and have also made it possible for the races deviating

deviating from that imprint to return and ascend through the Sphere of Amenti. The

the gene code imprint for the white skinned races, have within their seven subraces
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race held the imprint for the fifth DNA strand, which would pull fifth-dimensional
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field, the genetic imprint deviations in the Annu-Melchizedek morphogenetic field could be
realigned

the Annu genetic imprint to its original order. The avatar was born in 1398
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realigning the genetic imprint of the Annu races and reintegrating their morphogenetic field
into
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12-strand DNA imprint before anyone could again ascend through the Halls of Arnenti.
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avatar, whose energetic imprint contained the alignment of 12-dimensional frequencies. 94
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Hebrew Melchizedek genetic imprint was restored, and he became known by some as the
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12-strand DNA imprint, in order to accelerate the evolution of presentday humans. The
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12-strand DNA imprint, and six women of various Melchizedek Cloister sub-races were

tenth-strand DNA imprint, and is thus not available to most humans, without direct
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12-strand DNA imprint, most of the races still carried traces of genetic distortions

once their genetic imprint had evolved to assemble the fourth and fifth DNA strand.
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the primary morphogenetic imprint for all of the races was returned to the Sphere



the original morphogenetic imprint of the human race. The promise of ascension is the
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that the DNA imprint which sets the biological structure for the body, is directly
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people. The energetic imprint of the DNA is carried within the personal morphogenetic field

contained within that imprint will determine the dimensional placement of the consciousness
after death.

12-strand DNA imprint that can be activated within the body"s DNA, the greater

fifth DNA strand imprint will continue evolution in the fourth-dimensional astral planes. If

the lower strand imprints. An identity that can fully assemble strands 1-5 while

holds the full imprint for the fifth DNA strand, and several hybrid race strains
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smaller gene-code imprint, in order to attain the frequencies within their consciousness that

larger gene-code imprints have earned this privilege through their evolutionary progression,
just as

sets the energetic imprint for the fifth DNA strand within all of the races,

personal, organic morphogenetic imprint did not originally contain the fifth DNA strand.
Because of

this larger DNA imprint and to transmute the limitations of the genetic codes with

the personal genetic imprint is not always available on Earth. It is dependant upon

that allows the imprint for the fifth DNA strand to manifest within all races.
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fifth DNA strand imprint, but he could not release the Sphere of Amenti directly
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cycle point, the imprint of the fifth DNA strand is made available to all
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universe, the energetic imprint of the fifth DNA strand will remain in their bio-

fifth DNA strand imprint. The 10-year period, starting five years before and ending
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fifth-strand DNA imprint would correct the D-4 DNA mutation the Zetas used
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the fifth strand imprint to these groups of humans, progressively bringing the corrected
fourth



corrected fourth strand imprint back into the Earth"s morphogenetic field. When at least 8%

carried the corrected imprint, the Earth"s morphogenetic field would realign and the
morphogenetic field

aligned fourth DNA imprint peaked at 8%, and the Zetas" Frequency Fence on Earth

fifth DNA strand imprint, by using Holographic Insert technology to vaporize the unwanted
specimens
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hold the morphogenetic imprint and particle base of Earth in place. Earth"s D-3
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fifth DNA strand imprint from manifesting in the races and keep Earth trapped within
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within the DNA imprint of the races. The DNA of 8% of the human
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D-4 grid imprint within the Earth"s morphogenetic field. They re-entered the aligned

the D-4 imprint in the Earth"s morphogenetic field and within the Sphere of

artificial D-4 imprint also began the deterioration of the Zetas" Frequency Fence and

new D-4 imprint manifested as a band of UHF energy surrounding the outer
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cycles until Earth"s imprint could be reconstructed and re-evolve in HU-1. Upon
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CURRENT EVENTS genetic imprint would release the D-4 Zeta Seal from all of
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12-strand DNA imprint is progressively built up in the genetic code. DNA evolves

encoded, digital data imprints of the other living portions of your identity, which are
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forms and experiential imprints from the dimensional bands below its focus of attention.
These

be left as imprints of energetic substance within the frequency bands in which those

next, the thought imprints left behind become morphogenetic fields, as the now-moment
focus
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exist as energy imprints within the Unified Field of that nowmoment. lfyou can teach



leaving a morphogenetic imprint within the frequency bands in which your consciousness was
stationed.
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CURRENT EVENTS imprint of itself in all the dimensions above. Thus the thought

as your karmic imprint or karmic debt. These thought patterns of past selves will

change your karmic imprint is to catch those slower-pulsating thought patterns before they

DNA and cellular imprint will continue to manifest within your body and before your

the Cellular Memory imprint of your body. This is easy to do, with practice.

and cellular memory imprint, please refer to Field Exercise 1, on page 473, and
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the "karmic imprint" of slower-pulsating crystallized thought patterns from the body cells

the "karmic imprint", or event manifestation program, contained within the thought-form
crystallizations

that the karmic imprint would normally begin to manifest into the body and external

of the karmic imprint with the D-8 frequencies serves to raise its energies

unobtrusively with the imprints of the operational strands. It will stimulate further assembly
and
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these hidden karmic imprints as possible before 2012, when they will begin to rapidly
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as an energy imprint within the fourth DNA strand. When you are assembling DNA
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contain the electromagnetic imprint for more harmoniously ordered events. We are telling you
of
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to the evolutionary imprint contained within its morphogenetic field. A phantom planet is no
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fifth DNA strand imprint will begin within the populations whose accretion level at 2012
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fourth DNA strand imprint would soon become available to the populations who had a
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and realign the imprints of DNA strands 2-7 with the 12-strand DNA



12-strand DNA imprint within the Sphere of Amenti race morphogenetic field. Between 1999

sixth DNA strand imprint. Keepers of the Blue Flame and Keepers of the Violet
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DNA Strand 2 Imprint With 12-strand Pattern; Corrected Strand 2 Imprint Begins
Transmitting

Corrected Strand 2 Imprint Begins Transmitting Through Earth"s Grid. The first of six Silent

of Amenti the imprint for DNA strand 2 was realigned with the 12-strand

pattern and the imprint for the aligned DNA strand 2 began transmitting through Earth"s
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DNA Strand 3 Imprint With 12-strand Pattern. Corrected Strand 3 Imprint Begins
Transmitting

Corrected Strand 3 Imprint Begins Transmitting Through Earth"s Grid. The second of six
Silent

of Amenti, the imprint for DNA strand 3 was realigned with the 12-strand

corrected third strand imprint began transmitting through Earth"s grid. By 1996 there was
great
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in the morphogenetic imprints of DNA strands 2-7, within the Sphere of Amenti.

the human DNA imprint and ensure Earth"s grid stability by holding 1. Most avatar
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sixth DNA strand imprint are the groups who have undergone genetic acceleration through
earlier

assembled and the imprint for the fifth strand dormant. The Muvarians have not yet

can activate the imprints for strands 6 and above. Members of all of these
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sixth DNA strand imprint, which the organically carry. The Paradisians are D-6 soul
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of the karmic imprint for the individual and the accelerated integration of the soul
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Corrected Strand 4 Imprint Will Allow Reverse-mutations Of Strand 4 Distortions; And
Release

of Amenti, the imprint for DNA strand 4 was realigned with the 12-strand

field, releasing the imprint of the Palaidorian, Amenti and Zeta Seals from human DNA.
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who possess the imprint for DNA strand 6, will birth on Earth. They will
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Fourth DNA Strand Imprint Begins Transmitting through Earth"s Grid and Seals of Palaidor,
Amenti
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begin. The corrected imprint for the fourth DNA strand will release through the Earth"s
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These crystalline morphogenetic imprints are collectively called the Ancient Dora-Teura
Matrix, and they
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and carry the imprint for D-13 through D- 15 within their morphogenetic field).
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 6 and 7, enter into the morphogenetic

fifth DNA strand imprint) on 9/9/2004, with the birth of Avatar 4

fifth DNA strand imprint through Earth"s grid. At this time fifth strand assembly can
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the contrived electromagnetic imprint will be strong enough to over-ride the natural DNA

the natural DNA imprint within the personal morphogenetic field. The perceptual harness will
manifest
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your personal evolutionary imprint. You can protect yourselves if you are willing to learn

Corrected Strand 5 Imprint Begins Transmitting through Earth"s Grid. The fourth of six Silent

fifth DNA strand imprint in the Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, before this strand

before this strand imprint begins transmitting through Earth"s grid on 9/9/2004. The

of Amenti, the imprint for DNA strand 5 will realign with the 12-strand

the fifth strand imprint will begin transmitting through Earth"s grid. The 203
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who possess the imprint for DNA strand 6, will birth on Earth. They will
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 7 and 8, enter into the morphogenetic

overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 6 and 7, enter into the morphogenetic
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DNA Strand 6 Imprint with 12-Strand Pattern. Corrected Strand 6 Imprint Begins
Transmitting

Corrected Strand 6 Imprint Begins Transmitting through Earth"s Grid and the Templar Seal
Can

sixth DNA strand imprint begins transmitting through Earth"s grid. The birth of Avatar 5

of Amenti the imprint for DNA strand 6 will realign with the 12- strand

the sixth strand imprint will begin transmitting through Earth"s grid. Though the sixth strand
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 8 and 9, enter the morphogenetic fields

overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 7 and 8, enter the morphogenetic fields
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 9 and 10, enter into the morphogenetic

DNA Strand 7 Imprint with 12-strand Pattern. Templar-Axion Seal Releases from Human

Corrected Strand 7 Imprint Begins Transmitting through Earth"s Grid. The sixth of six Silent

of Amenti, the imprint for DNA strand 7 will realign with the 12-strand

the seventh strand imprint will begin transmitting through Earth"s grid. As the seventh DNA

seventh DNA strand imprint aligns and activates, the D-7 "666" TemplarAxion Seal,
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 8 and 9, enter into the morphogenetic
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 10 and 11, enter into the morphogenetic

overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 9 and 10, enter the morphogenetic field
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overtone frequencies, and imprints for DNA strands 10 and 11, enter into the morphogenetic
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organically carry the imprint for the fifth and sixth DNA strands will find that
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carry the genetic imprint of all stellar Founder Races. This new life form, which
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the combined genetic imprint of the parents, or a replica of the singular parent"s

singular parent"s genetic imprint. Once the sack is expelled from the body, the new
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possesses the dormant imprint of a minimum of the 12-Strand Angelic Human design.
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our Tribal Shield imprint, we progressively realign the Fire Letter Sequences in our DNA
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the Race Genetic Imprint caused by the Planetary Shield severely block natural 12- Strand
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transmitting its morphogenetic imprint for that dimensional frequency band through Earth"s
grid. The frequency

grid. The frequency imprints for DNA strands 1 - 8, which are stored within

along with the Imprints for strands 9·12), progressively transmit through Earth"s grid,

Holographic Beam. The imprints for DNA strands 9-12 do not transmit through Earth"s

from which the imprint for strands 9-12 can be accessed. The human bio-

up the DNA Imprint through Its direct contact with the bio-energetic fields of

to add that Imprint to Its operational DNA construction. The process of activating the

activating the new imprint takes place as the strand Imprint Is pulled from the

as the strand Imprint Is pulled from the bio-energetic field, into the personal

point the new Imprint will begin manifestation within the operational DNA strands. DNA
strand

the race morphogenetic imprint in the Sphere of Amenti and the strand imprint is

and the strand imprint is realigned with the 12 strand DNA pattern by the

corrected DNA strand Imprints through Earth"s grid allows a reverse-mutation ofvarlous
ascension-Inhibiting
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strand Paradisian Race imprint, that of the fully embodied HU-2 soul essence. They
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strand DNA morphogenetic imprint that allowed for embodiment of the12 dinensional
frequency bands of

strand DNA Immortal imprint and be freed from HU-1 . The Sphere of

through the morphogenetic imprint of the Sphere of Amenti. Seeding the 12 Tribes of

12 strand DNA imprint could be rooted into Earth biology to evolve. The first

1 DNA strand imprint from Arnenti into Earth"s biological gene pool. The Cloister Race

would evolve the imprints for strands 7-12 as dormant gene codes along with



along with the imprint for the strand carried by their Root Race. The Cloister
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within its genetic imprint, and a minimum of seventh DNA strand activation at birth.

bands within its imprint, a 12-strand DNA code. Avatars will thus have between

realigning the DNA imprint for the human race within the morphogenetic field of the

the human DNA imprint, allowing DNA strands 2-7 to realign with the original12-
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holds the morphogenetic imprint for the form or identity and the intrinsic base pattern
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(form-holding) imprint, which exists as a quantity of crystalline, electro-tonal energetic

frequency. This morphogenetic imprint sets the pattern for a form within the 15-dimensional

substance. The morphogenetic imprint holds the instructions and design for form-building in
a

form-holding morphogenetic imprints for the seven inner layers of the auric field. The

form"s original morphogenetic imprint was entered into the 15- dimensional system. All forms
and

hold its morphogenetic imprint intact within the 15- dimensional Unified Field. Through the
rotation
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form-holding morphogenetic imprint for the Milky Way Galaxy exists within the frequency
bands
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the primary morphogenetic imprint within the D-8 Meta-galactic Core. There are IS
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12- strand DNA imprint; one Seed Crystal Seal directs the Seed Code of one

Within the morphogenetic imprint for human DNA there are dormant gene codes that
correspond
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the personal morphogenetic imprint for the DNA. Through distortions within the DNA Seed
Codes,

realign the DNA imprint, the distorted DNA Seed Codes will be corrected in the

not carry this imprint, restoring the body"s ability to activate the Star Crystal Seals
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the dimensional morphogenetic imprint for the DNA that link DNA strands together and allow
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12-strand DNA imprint, each corresponding to one of 12 Star Crystals. The 12

into the DNA imprint then activating the imprint through manifesting a corresponding DNA
strand,

then activating the imprint through manifesting a corresponding DNA strand, the Seed Crystal
Seals

realign the DNA imprint with its original 12-strand pattern and accelerate the evolution
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DNA 101 genetic imprint and ultimately will not preserve the species. This is precisely

and the corrected imprint will be transmitted through Earth"s grid into the bio-energetic
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in the Christos imprint, you won"t have the metatronic merkaba trying to drag things
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on the Christiac imprint, because people who are connected to the indigo shield, especially,
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the new Christiac imprint on the galactic level. That rapidly deteriorated, however. The first
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Consolidated Krist Codes Imprinting -Imprinting the Consolidated Veca & Krist Codes,
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consolidated Krist Codes Imprinting technique. Full harmonic activation of the Eukatharista
Flame Body level
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an electromagnetic replica imprint of the 3-,dimensional Density,1 body !hal forms
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holds lhe morphogenetic Imprint lor DNA strands 7, 8 and 9, The Thymus Complex
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hOlds the morphogenetic Imprint for Earth"s core. The -10• Slar Crystal Sea~ called

Family of morphogenetic Imprint for ali DNA strands.f or all manifest Incarnations In

holds the morphogenetic Imprint for aU manifest Incarnations of persons, planets and
galaxies within
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(mother"s genetic imprint) and the 12 electrical Acceleratiqn Codes per Strand emerge from-

(father"s genetic imprint). The Base Code-Acceleration Code Pair that forms one Keylon
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temporary "partial imprint"" or "phantom" of Its fanner structure within the chemical
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through which the Imprint for Disease is embedded & held within the DNA Template,

awaken the organic imprint for health .& restore the Eternal-Life Potential to our

Consolidated Krist Codes Imprinting" (Ethos Palm Flaine Krist Spark Activation; Pages T31-
32J

Krist Codes Hand Imprinting Chart; li) K-21 Tech"-2, "Introduction to Healing

TOR· A Imprinting Leta Initiation (Sub-harmonic Activation of the Sha·

· A Hand Imprinting Chart & K-2, 6-Step Flame Body Activation Session
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A Master Code Imprinting Chart and Lotus Touch Fingers position . Chart; and, iii)

Ad OR-A Imprinting" utilising the Le-Ad OR-A Master Transmission Code Chart
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an electromagnetic replica imprint of the 3cdirnensional Density-1 body that forms from the
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personal First Creation Imprint within the personal Ecka Base Shield. The Lotus Run activates

personal First Creation Imprint of the Ecka Base Shield through the energy conduits of

personal First Creation Imprint of the Ecka Base Shield. Base Shield Phase Lock of
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combined vibrational signature imprint of the original PKA-PCM from which the CaL-OR

PCM vibrational signature imprint of the Atma is called the BASE SHIELD IMPRINT of

the BASE SHIELD IMPRINT of the Partiki Unit The original Partiki Unit Standing-Wave

the Base Shield Imprint corresponding to that of the Atma Residual Unit. Through the
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clients" Personal Organic Imprint for Health to foster restoration and revitalisation within the
DNA

c!ients" Organic Imprint for Health. Progressive Kathara Follow-up Sessions: It is not
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the clients" organic imprint for health, while preparing the client for more in-depth
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"First Creation Imprint" in the Ecka Base Shield, thus fortifying and stablising the

the clients" Organic Imprint for Health to generate progressive electro-magnetic resistance to
the
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the clients" Organic Imprint for Health to progressively run Ecka-Heliotalic frequencies
sufficient to

of the Organic Imprint for Health within the anatomy corresponding to the Pre-
externalisation

"Planetary Karmic Imprint" within the clients" personal Crystal Body and Multi-dimensional
anatomy,
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cf - land Imprinting Chart For Use With: 1) K-2, Tech"- 1 Consolidated

Consolidated Krist Codes Imprinting (Page: T31-32) 2) K- 2, 6-Step Flame
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e TOR-A Imprinting (Page: 138·39) 2) K - 2, &-
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A Master Code imprinting Chart For Use With: 1) K- 3, Tech" -1;
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Master Transmission Code Imprinting Chart For Use With: 1) K- 3, Tech"- 3; Le-

AdOR·A Imprinting (Page: T47·48) 2) K- 3, Tech"- 4;
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e TOR-A Imprinting (Page T38· T39 Steps 11.& 12) ·and

eTOR-A Hand Imprinting Chart (K2-3 Section 11) q Left Hand ·
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Le-eTOR-A Imprinting
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TOR-A Hand Imprinting Charts+ Le-e TOR-A Master Code Chart General Preparation:

eTOR·A Imprinting (K2-3 Foundations pp T3B- 39) When Client Arrives:

Compound Krist Code Imprinting, PageT 40 Step- 2, Actions 1 - 6: Activating the
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clearing karmic miasmic imprints which otherwise block DNA activation and expedites
attainment of true
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Consolidated Krist Codes Imprinting [ Sha- LA- a Lotum Initiation: Imprinting the
consolidated Veca

a Lotum Initiation: Imprinting the consolidated Veca and Krist Codes, Activating the Ethos
Palm

Krist Codes Hand Imprinting Chart (LH over the Magnetic Mahadra-Adhrana Code, RH

an Etheric Ethos Imprint of the Codes up and onto the surface of your

you have completed imprinting of the Krist Codes onto the surface of your palms;

have an Etheric imprint of the Krist electrical & magnetic Codes on the surface

Mahadra-Adhrana Code imprint over your AzurA, at the thymus, palm placed on the

Veca-Mahadra Code imprint over the back of your LH, right palm resting gently

electrical Etheric Ethos Imprint of the Krist Codes from the surface of the palms
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embedding the signature imprint of the Lotum Seed into the Earth Star, which will

transferring the signature imprint of the Lotum Seed to permeate the planetary gr~ds
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Le-eTOR-A Imprinting [ Le-eTOR·A Lota Initiation: Imprinting the Le-

A Lota Initiation: Imprinting the Le-e TOR-A Code, Activating the Sha-LA-

TOR-A Hand Imprinting Chart (LH over the Magnetic Le-e TOR-A

an Etheric Ethos Imprint of the Codes up and onto the surface of your

you have completed imprinting of the Le-e TOR-A Codes onto the surface

have an Etheric imprint of the Le-e TOR-A electrical & magnetic Codes

TOR-A Code imprint over your AzurA, at the thymus, palm placed on the

TOR-A Code imprint over the back of your LH, right palm resting gently

electrical Etheric Ethos Imprint of the Le·e TOR-A Codes from the

Page:  318

e TOR-A Imprinting) to imprint the Le-e TOR-A Codes, activate the

A Imprinting) to imprint the Le-e TOR-A Codes, activate the Sha-LA-

Compound Krist Code Imprinting Action One • Using the Veca-Mahadral Mahadra Adhrana
Hand

Mahadra Adhrana Hand Imprinting chart, place palms over appropriate codes and, using a
single

draw the Ethos Imprint of the Krist Codes onto the Etheric Body surface of



gently as Code Imprinting completes. Action Two -Immediately transfer the Ethos-Etheric
Imprint

the Ethos-Etheric Imprint of the Krist Codes to the client by placing your

the Krist Code Imprint from your palms and into the clients AzurA and Seed

Page:  322

TOR -A Imprinting" is performed 2-3 times weekly for a period of

Le-eTOR-A Imprinting Technique; in each ·case utilizing the appropriate Codes (

Chart for "Imprinting" and the Le- eTOR- A I E.- thwa/ Du -

Page:  323

e TOR-A Imprinting technique 2-3 times weekly- plus- the Lotus Hands/ Hara/

theLe-eTOR-A Imprinting technique, directly followed by the Lotus Hands/ Hara/ Ra Centres

Page:  325

Le-AdOR-A Imprinting [ Le-AdOR·A LotA Initiation: Imprinting the Le

A LotA Initiation: Imprinting the Le·AdOR·A·Tri-Vectus Master

an Etheric Ethos Imprint of the Code directly into the core of yourRa Centre

you have completed imprinting of the Le-AdOR-A Code into the core of

have an Etheric imprint of thS Le-AdOR-A electro-magnetic Code in the

the Etheric Ethos Imprint of the Le-A dOR-A Code up from the
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personal First Creation Imprint within the personal Ecka Base Shield. The Lotus Run activates

personal First Creation Imprint of the Ecka Base Shield through the energy conduits of
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personal First Creation Imprint of the Ecka Base Shield. Base Shield Phase Lock of
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the clients" Organic Imprint for Health to generate progressive electro-magnetic resistance to
the
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the clients" Organic Imprint for Health to progressively run Ecka-Heliotalic frequencies
sufficient to

of the Organic Imprint for Health within the anatomy corresponding to the Pre-
externalisation
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TOR-A Hand Imprinting Charts +Le-e TOR-A Master Code Chart General



e TOR-A Imprinting (K2-3 Foundations pp T38- 39) When Client Arrives:

Compound Krist Code Imprinting, Page T 40 Step- 2, Actions 1-6: Activating the
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BTOR-A Hand Imprinting Chart** (**For use in secondary maintenance sessions only) .

Page:  344

TOR-A Hand Imprinting Chart Le-AdOR-A Ti-Vectus Master Transmission Code Chart

TOR-A Palm Imprinting Chart. Inhale a 24-Point breath from the Ra Centre,

.an Etheric Imprint of the Le-e TOR-A Codes into the Palm

whilst placing your imprinted palms onto the centre of the Le-AdOR-A Tri-

transfer the Etheric Imprint of the 2 Le-e TORA Codes from your Palm
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draw an Etheric Imprint of the combined Le-e TOR-A & Le-Ad
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at Chakra-3, imprinting the Ra Centre with the Etheric Signature of the Le-

Ha drA Code Imprint, into the Ra Centre & upward to the Pineal. Be

Ha drA Code Imprint & the Emerald Crystal travel upward to the Pineal that

Ha drA Code Imprint & Emerald Crystal merge becoming One, encrypting the Le-AdOR-
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through which the Imprint for Disease Is emb~dded & held within the DNA

awaken the organic imprint for health & restore the Eternal-Life Potential to our

Consolidated Krist Codes Imprinting" (Ethos Palm Flame Krist Spark Activation; Pages T"l1-
"32)

Krist Codes Hand Imprinting Chart; ii) K-21 Tech"-2, "Introduction to Healing

e TOR-A Imprinting Lota Initiation (Sub-harmonic Activation of the Sha-LA-

TOR-A Hand Imprinting Chart & K-2, 6-Step Flame Body Activation Session

Page:  14

A Master Code Imprinting Chart and Lotus Touch Finger.; position Chart; and, iii) K-

Le-AdOR-A Imprinting" utilising the Le-Ad OR-A Master Transmission Code Chart.

Page:  38

4 111 Creation Imprint in Ecka Lota Grid

Page:  53

the First Creation Imprint and the Etheric Blueprint Field The Matradon. is the Eternal

Living First Creation Imprint of the Ecka Veca Body held within the Ecka Base

Page:  54

Ecka First Creation Imprint consists oft Ecka D13.5 Lotos Ma tradon 1st Cell inside

Page:  60

. 1" Creation Imprint in Ecka Lota Grid

Page:  80

the First Creation Imprint and the Etheric Blueprint Field The Matradon is the Eternal

Living First Creation Imprint of the Ecka Veca Body held within the Ecka Base

Page:  115



"First Creation Imprint" and Morphogenetic Field within the Ecka Base Shield, all species

Shield First Creation Imprint- the entire Code-Set of the Planetary Crystal Body. Such

Page:  117

Christiac First Creation Imprint on the Lotosphere and Logosphere Levels. The organic
Current Flows

Page:  120

Head ... 1 Imprint/ optically induct the "A-Sha-RA-Reu-Sha-TA

Inhale. Exhale the imprint of the Khem Code genHy into the RA centre. Use

Page:  126

to the Christiac Imprint (Overriding the Graviton-Sextant Vortex System) All Kathara Level2,

Page:  128

the Etheric Code Imprint picks up off the paper like a singular, whole, disc

#1 Etheric Imprint Disc- attached to 3 Finger-tip cluster- to vertical Chakra-

Page:  129

up" the Etheric Imprint of Chakra Codes 8- 12 "all at once", BUT

code Etheric Disc Imprints" on the Lotus Touch Finger-tips of the Right hand.

5 Chakra Code Imprint Etheric Discs (Chakra Codes 8 thru 12) into Transmission

10, 11, 12 Imprint Discs to the RA Centre at Chakra- 3, then gently

5 Chakra Code Imprint Discs into the RA Centre (Etheric Body level) simultaneously.
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Spiritual Mastery Birth Imprint of the Indigo DNA Birth of an Avatar Black Cube
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4 19 Genetic Imprint MR-H8 1 6 Genetic Mutation MR-H8 1A 8

Page:  44

Imminent Crisis Order Imprinting Imprinting and Programming the Crystal Body and DNA
Imprinting the

Body and DNA Imprinting the 5th Dimensional Template Incarnate Incarnate Incarnate
Incarnate Body and

Page:  45

6 22 Individuality- Imprint for DFLi-HB 22 Individuation from God PH-HB 6

Page:  47

Activation Karmic-Miasmic Imprint Kathar Level-2 Crystal Seals Grid Kathara Kathara Kathara
Kathara

Page:  49

KNOWING and the Imprint for Health KA1-M Chapter 2 50 Krist Spark- He-

Page:  55

2 32 Memory Imprint DFLi-HB 23 Memory Matrix DFLi-HB 20 Memory Matrix

Page:  58

Morphogenetic Crystal Body Imprinting KS-HB 4 18 Morphogenetic Crystal Seals PH-HB 6

3A 32 Morphogenetic Imprinting or Programming KS-HB 5 23 Morphogenetic Manifestation
Grid CS-
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6 21 Tonal Imprint CS-HB 5 17 Tonal Manifestation Grid CS-HB 7
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first seed creation imprint within the Eukatharistic body, through which all Beings emerged.
The

crystal is an imprint that we are all perpetually connected to (unless we
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Sessions, via Etheric Imprint Ra Center Induction of the Rama Key Adapter Code 6-
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Sessions, via Etheric Imprint Ra-Center Induction of the Ram a Key Adapter Code
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via ~heric Imprint Ra Center Induction of the Rama Key Adapter Code 6-
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at Chakra-3, imprinting the Ra Centre with the Etheric Signature of the Le-

Ha drA Code Imprint, into the Ra Centre & upward to the Pineal. Be

Ha drA Code Imprint & the Emerald Crystal travel upward to the Pineal that

Ha drA Code Imprint & Emerald Crystal merge becoming One, encrypting the Le-AdOR-

Page:  18

Inhale. Exhale the imprint of the Khem Code gently into the RA centre. Use

Page:  24

to the Christiac Imprint (Overriding the Graviton-Sextant Vortex System) All Kathara Level

Page:  26

the Etheric Code Imprint picks up off the paper like a singular, whole, disc

Page:  27

up" the Etheric Imprint of Chakra Codes 8 -12 "all at once",

code Etheric Disc Imprints" on the Lotus Touch Finger-tips of the Right hand.

hakra C.ode Imprint Etheric Discs (Chakra Codes 8 thru 12) into Transmission

10, 11, 12 Imprint Discs to the RA Centre at Chakra- 3, then gently

5 Chakra Code Imprint Discs into the RA Centre (Etheric Body level) simulianeously.

Page:  32

Sessions, via Etheric Imprint Ra Center Induction of the Rama Key Adapter Code 6-
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you make the imprint, you don"t have to use a pen· you can
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a thought, that imprint gets sent back with the inhale breath Into the ManU

Page:  19

· the karmic Imprint comes through every moment. The more we work with Vef;
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is the light imprint. The Biros is the sound part, which is the sound

circulation) to first Imprint then Program the Morphogenetic Crystal Body, in order to re-

Page:  8

within the DNA imprint are called Genetic Time Codes; they allow for DNA strand

Page:  9

circulation) to first imprint then Program the Morphogenetic Crystal Body, in order to re-

its original genetic imprint: the Silicate Matrix. The scalar wave forms composing the stream

Page:  15

which holds the imprint of the God seed/ Monadic imprint. Khem-a-lo-ha-

God seed/ Monadic imprint. Khem-a-lo-ha-tea is the Camelot Temple in

Page:  16

Keylontic Exercises for imprinting the 5th Dimensional Template, the Archetype Identity, into
the Morphogenetic

Morphogenetic Crystal Body Imprinting through which the higher DNA strands can "ground"
or

Page:  17

Anchoring the Archetype Imprinting the D-5 Template is called Anchoring the Archetype. It

body with its imprint for health and the personality with its soul purposes, the

is used to imprint the conected electro-tonal pattern into the Nada Hova body

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body, dormant codes in the DNA

DNA strands and imprinting and integration of the Archetype Identity. The activation of the

personal DNA After imprinting the Archetype, Activation of the Archetype (embodiment of
the

the 5th strand imprint is acquired and the 4th strand activated. This exercise will

5th strand is imprinted within the DNA. (This exercise can be found in



don"t have the imprint for the 5th strand can receive this imprint from someone

can receive this imprint from someone who has it, by energetic induction--or can

can acquire this imprint in 2012 from the frequencies running through the Earth"s grid.

receive the full imprint of this 12-strand Silicate Matrix DNA code from a

5th DNA strand imprint within your Morphogenetic Field. Trusting your guidance, you may
desire

receive the full imprint of the 12-strand Silicate Matrix. The process of receiving

of receiving the imprint of the 12-strand Silicate Matrix is quite simple and

the needed dormant imprint of the Silicate Matrix within your Morphogenetic Field. Full
expansion

requires the morphogenetic imprint of the 12- strand Silicate Matrix. Using this exercise
before

5th strand DNA imprint, is still beneficial, as it will bring the 5th dimensional

Field, awaiting the imprint of the 5th DNA strand. Once the 5th strand is

5th strand is imprinted, the new frequencies will naturally enter the imprint of the

naturally enter the imprint of the 5th DNA strand, beginning the process of anchoring
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you inhale, that imprint gets sent back with the inhale breath into the ManU
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the body and imprints the morphogenetic field with the fire letter design of the

Page:  34

which holds the imprint of the God seed/ Monadic imprint. This particular current is

God seed/ Monadic imprint. This particular current is called the "Golden-Silver ONE."

Page:  35

exercise in toning. Imprinting & Programming the DNA Once morphogenetic Fire Letter
distortions have

Page:  36

the Breath to imprint and program the Crystal Body and DNA. Anchoring the Archetype

Anchoring the Archetype Imprinting the D-5 Template and Anchoring the Archetype are the

is used to imprint conected electro-tonal pattern into the Nada Hova body of

body with the imprint for health and the personality with its soul purposes. Once

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body, dormant codes in the DNA

DNA strands and imprinting and integration of the Archetype Identity. After imprinting the
Archetype,



Archetype Identity. After imprinting the Archetype, Activation of the Archetype (embodiment
of the

Hova body is imprinted into the Nada Hova body using the breath, the Chakra

spectra. During morphogenetic Imprinting or Programming, the D-12 Geomancy Control
Code is also
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your own creation imprint, that personalizes those tones. Yeah. Yeah. Okay anyway. I"m
pulling
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first core perfect imprint was. The imprint of why we chose individuation and why

imprint was. The imprint of why we chose individuation and why Source chose to
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actually, the visual imprint of everything. You"ll find people do this, by the way.
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zoom, take an imprint, bring it back, integrate it. And whatever the characteristics were

there"s a photographic imprint thing that we have, that can be really really useful

bring back an imprint. It"s a great way you can find you can love
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that the planetary imprint can be taken into the Hub for restoration of the
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into the original imprint. This just happens to be a very complex process. Imagine

upside-down encryption/imprint of the Tauren. Restoring the Kristic configuration of the
Tauren
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the organic memory-imprint for natura!Tauren function within the Crystal Body Ti/Ea-
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adopt the common imprint of the planetary Kathara rM Grid so they can enter

Page:  7

as a memory imprint. As pulse-1 is now going backwards through the sequence,

and adopts its imprint but expands it, as it contains a little larger frequency.

Page:  8

Shield holds the imprint for individuality. In the human species tribal shield is the

shield is the imprint for probability, which allows new programs of probable creation to
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first had its imprint in sound. The first thought starts to rumble , the

Page:  10

creation leaves its imprint on whichever system it passes through, which opens up more

Page:  18

becomes a mathematical imprint and that imprint is what gives the Divine Blueprint for

imprint and that imprint is what gives the Divine Blueprint for the thing to

Page:  29

some of that imprint where we made some bad decisions and political dramas that

the human DNA imprint There are some very nasty memories in the DNA imprint

in the DNA imprint where we feel really bad because we made some messes.
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be this trauma imprint ""Ahl" That is what you do when you hit
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Page:  4

the same original imprint, the same intention, the same nature, but it now also

also contains the imprint of the flashing on, the manifested moment. That is carried

Page:  17

that the original imprint cannot be sustained by the being or individual itself without

Page:  19

retains a memory imprint of that aspect of creation up to the point of
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Page:  11

raised on the imprint that they think they"re better than everybody else; that"s why

Page:  15

the original Creation Imprint, they reset the 15-cell Kristiac Seed Atom on a

Page:  23

artificial Zodiacal fetal imprint (one of its many beneficial properties and uses). 7.

Page:  32

there was an imprint we took on, a Karmic Imprint from both ofthem~like

on, a Karmic Imprint from both ofthem~like a piece of each of their

into has gotten imprinted with these twists, and it also means our consciousness got

our consciousness got imprinted as it was coming into the body. These are some

Page:  41

there was an imprint we took on, a Karmic Imprint from both ofthem~like

on, a Karmic Imprint from both ofthem~like a piece of each of their

into has gotten imprinted with these twists, and it also means our consciousness got

our consciousness got imprinted as it was coming into the body. These are some

Page:  57

through them, those imprints, those templates are holographically projected outward. We
manifest our hologram

Page:  75

of the Zodiac imprint" technique 3

Page:  76

of the Zodiac imprint" technique (c) only before "clearing ofthe Zodiac imprint"

clearing ofthe Zodiac imprint" in order to activate progressively and easily (d) none
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memory of the imprint to come back, too. So when you start working with

Page:  24

There is an imprint in all of us that has a bit of rebellion

when that is imprinted into the body pattern it becomes a core pattern of

There"s a fetal imprint in all of us that knows we lost freedom in

Page:  25

as a core imprint that messes up the Kathara Grid; it messes up the

It"s a miasmic imprint. It created a fear of expansion, a need to be

time. There"s an imprint where you will never, ever be satisfied with yourself because
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will hold that imprint so it can rebirth so the new Earth and the
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This planetary karmic imprint has kept Earth"s species genetically bound into repeating cycles
of
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your race memory imprint if the whole race goes, but Source never forgets. You"re

Page:  69

ever forgotten. The imprint of it, whatever can make it through a Starfire, will

or have its imprint carrying on something that can ride into Krist Star state,

fell, that memory imprint will go back with the ones who can ride back,

have a memory imprint of whoever they were at their best, so they will

as their highest imprint, as long as somebody can carry, or at least a
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your own memory imprints, some of which might not be great; others might be.
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part of this imprint and still carbon based, but I have a feeling that

Page:  109

get a stronger imprint of it. You can take it from there. I go

Page:  115

part of the imprint and template of Urtha, and part of its land configurations,
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our first individual imprint came through the Aquafereion Shield. We were also told that
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will have an imprint of your Density-1 body in your Density-2 Soul

will have an imprint of this body in your Oversoul body. What we are

Page:  33

the entire Kristos imprint. 17 But they would have had to have accomplished getting

this much Kristos Imprint from D-12 before they could fully be stationed here.
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of the perfect imprint. At its center is the crystalline stored memory matrix of

Page:  51

and Akashic Record Imprinting also occur during this period (between Days 8 and

Page:  52

and Akashic Record Imprinting? • During the Flame Shift Cycle, the Krystal Spiral Inner

Creation Cycle is imprinted into the Spirit Body in the Akashic and Ecoushic Records

Page:  60

our full Original Imprint in the Halls of the REisha-T A • At

bring back this imprint of our cells where it should be-in our Natural
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begins; the Allurean Imprint first comes together. The 6 vectors from both come together
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carries the original imprint, it gets overpowered by the center. It pulls 6 of
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of the Eternal Imprint). Phasing of the Cells within the Hall of Records creates
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this system, same imprint as this system, but on a counterclockwise spin. They"re both
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of that perfect imprint. And, I think we"re going to learn a lot more.

Page:  186

& Akashic Record Imprinting This is showing the Flame Cycle, and here"s where ...

and Akashic Record Imprinting. And this is the Day-8 to 9 Flame Shift

Cell Cluster and imprint the encryption of the entire thing in the Akashic and

the center, and imprints it with whatever it has become. So it is literally
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are able to imprint the entire content of what has been created outside of

Page:  199

to move our imprint, not just in, to the local smaller Halls of Records,

Page:  203

have their energy imprint in the Cosmic Level of the Halls, the Halls of

Page:  204

all, put the imprint of our cells as we are into the natural Memory

back the natural imprint of our bodies and connect that to our bodies here

Page:  208

don"t have our imprint, our encryption, in the Halls of REisha-T A, we

while, so it imprints the perfect imprint, because remember the Eiradonis Currents, the Spirit

imprints the perfect imprint, because remember the Eiradonis Currents, the Spirit Bodies,
actually hold

to put that imprint in to the Halls. Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007,



Page:  218

the full Original Imprint, which will clean off the distortion imprint from the 6:

off the distortion imprint from the 6:6:6. And the fact that you
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where the Allurean Imprint first comes together, where you have six vectors from one,
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carry the original imprint, as soon as it interfaces with that, it gets overpowered

actually adopted the imprint for them willingly-like teeth; like digestive tracts, because we
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holds our perfect imprint. It will take the imprint of the body you have

will take the imprint of the body you have and raise it to its
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up a live imprint from the Eiradonis body of our perfect blueprint, our perfect

codes, our perfect imprint into the Halls of REishaT A and into the REi-

transmitting the perfect imprint of ourselves to this flame and putting the imprint of

and putting the imprint of who we are now in its perfect form, into
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collecting your Eiradonis Imprint and the healing codes of the Jesheua Code that are
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of the memory imprint as we could so when they do eventually come home,
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but the perfect imprint of that, by bringing through the Eiradonis, we have begun
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reset our own imprint in there. To reset the imprint, not just of ourselves,

To reset the imprint, not just of ourselves, but of our Solar System, and
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and two perfect imprints (the original and the Reishaic replica) of the original

Page:  49

energies-their whole imprint-out of their body and take it but they were
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will bring the imprint back, so eventually your body can move through as well.
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because our geleziac imprints in our light bodies are twisted, because of the position

Page:  156

leave their astral imprint and when they die they can pass through there on

Page:  173

overcome that Epigenetic imprint again. Because it can take several generations of ... if

Page:  174

receive the Aquari imprint in the fetus and birth their first line of children

Page:  188

of the Aquareion imprint, we are able to activate our Light Body structure along

Page:  194

in a Kristiac imprint work to assist it. When we look at these 3,

Page:  196

full Angelic Human imprint, on their own they would not be able to bring

Page:  200

and changing the imprint of the Til -E"a sphere because it is coming

Page:  204



is holding this imprint and if it weren"t for the Aurora frequencies from the

Page:  235

just gave the imprint and said, "Now you are here, now you need

Page:  254

would pull the imprint for the Matrix in its original form, its original Kristiac

Page:  266

that race line imprint, where you have the codes of Aquari with you, it

Page:  290

to a Kristiac imprint anymore, where they have evolutionary options other than what would

Page:  301

the cellular memory imprint because of it But, in one way, that was ...

Page:  318

of the female imprint? And so therefore, do I want to actually use ...

Page:  320

we set the imprint All this is doing is actually reminding me and showing

Page:  322

to set the imprint The lie down will be five minutes, ten minutes most

are setting the imprint now with the elemental command tones, which will provide increased

to set the imprint in position. Question inaudible A"zah Are you talking about the

Page:  323

Track 4] Setting Imprint of Lay-Down Stand using 24 point star configuration and

Page:  328

the eternal life imprint is always held. Even if anything falls within these structures,

cycle, but it"s imprint will always be held, it"s original Kristiac imprint is always

it"s original Kristiac imprint is always held in the body that goes beyond the

of the same imprint that will go back to seed and expand out again

as an eternal imprint The Krystar body probably cycles too I wouldn"t doubt, but

Page:  336

that"s their core imprint, but everybody is saying "you are a Drac. You"re



Page:  340

will hold the imprint of where a gate was supposed to be before the

the original Earth imprint that was connected to a natural alignment to Urtha"s gates

Page:  342

hold the Aurora imprint together on planet"s surface-the Aurora imprint that held the

surface-the Aurora imprint that held the original host design of Earth"s radial body

Page:  359

enough visual memory imprint, where I could see what they were talking about So,

Page:  369

the whole original imprint of what Earth"s body had been. And that"s how we

Page:  403

will hold the imprint of Urtha combined with the imprint of Earth. They will

combined with the imprint of Earth. They will keep this Earth stable and its

Page:  410

the Angelic Human imprint, the Indigo imprint, any of the Kristiac Race imprint is

imprint, the Indigo imprint, any of the Kristiac Race imprint is the silicate Matrix,

the Kristiac Race imprint is the silicate Matrix, the 12-Strand pattern of the

Page:  417

find yourself the imprint of your shell Double RashaLAe self, lying there, within the

Page:  432

would be an imprint, a 3rd element frequency-wise, put into the template. And

Page:  433

the First Creation imprint and they will assist in all sorts of elaborate ways.

Page:  493

the first creation imprint, the eternal and the original encryption of the Krist and

Page:  497

it, a memory imprint of the encryption of that being or cluster of beings,

holding their memory imprint When they get back into Source, they can reassemble
themselves

themselves on that imprint and rebirth back out And in the rebirth back out,



is a permanent imprint, an eternal imprint of you as part of the Krystar

imprint, an eternal imprint of you as part of the Krystar that your matrix

Page:  511

Self and an Imprint within Source. So those parts of yourself are just going

Page:  518

there is an imprint of the gates here on this side and there will

will be an imprint of the gates from the other side, so it will
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hold the Krist Imprint of the planet and for the Aurora Fields. So, the
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have your Access Imprint for the healing centers of the 2nd floor You can
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Page:  8

that has the imprint of this Earth and part of an imprint of what

part of an imprint of what is called Urtha. Urtha is a much larger

Page:  43

with the Kristiac imprint. Everything came from the same source- even the Fallen Angelics.

Page:  46

crystal, holding the imprint and memory of everything that came before it Now from

Page:  56

of their natural imprint and all of the specific, what"s called radiation encryption, that

Page:  60

also have their imprint put back in Source, and they will be able to

Page:  65

replica of its imprint and manifest it without killing anything. Where you can breathe

Page:  67

of the sarne imprint going counterclockwise that create the return cycles. So, you"d have

Page:  68

is the spirit imprint of all of these bodies and consciousness that still gives

of self, our imprint, our living memory imprint held in spirit. This is what

our living memory imprint held in spirit. This is what connects us to that.

still hold the imprint of our individuation, or our individual identity. Next one, please

Page:  72

of the shield imprint of Earth"s original, when it firsL the first Amenti Imprint

the first Amenti Imprint of Earth, as far as it"s orig ina I Kristiac

will generate an imprint or an active hologram. Like, this is an active hologram



take the original imprint of Earth and generate a natural hologram of what that

Page:  75

still have Kristiac imprint, that"s allowed them to not get fully snatched and that

Page:  90

have the memory imprint but you may not remember it consciously until later if

Page:  95

They help to imprint what layers you"re aiming for These take too long. Anyway,

Page:  111

of every memory imprint that ever occurred in the Experience of that Consciousness Flow

Page:  112

have our Eternal Imprint. And there are certain things ... we"ve talked about lots

Page:  117

the memory was imprinted, even though you have expanded beyond them if they were

Page:  118

the Emotional Body Imprint and the Mental Body Hibernation Zone interference where it"s
very

Page:  133

retaining an individualized imprint in Conscious Energy of whatever is manifesting on the
outside

Page:  141

our whole memory imprint They also hold the Key to what"s called "Orbing,"

Page:  144

the Krist Imprint, the Kryst Imprint of the Kryst Body, that is on

Imprint, the Kryst Imprint of the Kryst Body, that is on the other side,

Page:  145

hold the memory imprint for the thing just before it and they collect the

collect the memory imprint of the thing they seeded, all right So these are

Page:  171

the Angelic Human imprint it works better if you start at the bottom, right

Page:  211



an Eternal indelible imprint in the body, in the Manifest Body of Source, that

Page:  231

the original memory imprint that belongs to them. And it"s funny, the Edonic self,

around. A little imprint that is your perfect divine blueprint within you. We"ll be

Page:  235

in that little imprint of the Cousha, and a Cousha happens at each domain

holds the memory imprint of everything that came before it so in each domain

Ecousha that an imprint starts to build. The Eye of God starts to build.

Page:  253

of these RaSha imprints. So, they first exist in the RaSh a bodies but

Page:  262

will follow the imprint, the encryption or radiation signature that is held in the

Page:  266

healthier ... healthier imprint of what it is right now, right And you could

Page:  269

will carry the imprint of all that went before it, ok. So these, these

Page:  270

can get the imprint from the one before it and the frequencies. So you

Page:  279

the eternal identity imprint of anyone or anything that comes out into manifestation It

Page:  282

of that memory imprint is held in the Cousha krystal. This is the first

Page:  299

holds this same imprint, and it manifests itself into the manifestation of a gene

a gene code imprint, that brings the literal Eye of God structure down into

Page:  303

the original spiritual imprint, or the spiritual memory matrix held behind that door. It

Page:  306

your own Krist imprint, and your own Krist consciousness levels, so they are not



Page:  309

on a Kristic imprint, but not on a full Krystar activation, or even half

Page:  333

to its Organic imprint and reopens the line to that E-LUma-Un spark.
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whatever the Original Imprint was and any memory that came, as long as there

do have our Imprint in the Spirit Body. Did somebody .. Participant I just

Page:  354

pick up its Imprint there and come back into the cycle it was in

Page:  373

itself, the Spirit imprint itself- if the Spirit didn"t get out with the Ring

that fell The imprint will go back to Source and the spacedust itself will

hold a memory imprint of whoever that was, or whatever that was, at its

level, that memory imprint will allow the spacedust- when spacedust moment happens for
them

Page:  397

that is the imprint held in male sperm -and over here we have

Page:  399

with the fetal imprint and it makes it so these Core Currents are not

Page:  405

where the Eternal Imprint is. It is where once we can open that full

Page:  414

bringing the memory imprint and the currents in from the Edonic level. And then
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to give the imprint on which the "matter" or the Ma-Ta units

Page:  425

body. That cleansed imprint will imprint its encryption into the Ma-T a-Or"s

cleansed imprint will imprint its encryption into the Ma-T a-Or"s that are

place, and the imprint of the natural, the full perfected imprint of the Spirit

the full perfected imprint of the Spirit body, is brought back into the Ma-



Page:  427

the eternal life imprint in the body itself I hope ... this is the

Page:  428

get the perfected imprint, or the encryption pulled back in, progressively, into the cells.

from the karmic imprint of the cycles we"ve had here before, because of the

then bring the imprint back in, so it"s progressively bringing the perfected imprint back

bringing the perfected imprint back into the body. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  430

own personal Eiradonis imprint, our own embodied Spirit imprint, but we"ll be doing it

own embodied Spirit imprint, but we"ll be doing it in a synchronized way with

having the natural imprint reset, the Krist imprint reset. Then we will bring that

reset, the Krist imprint reset. Then we will bring that back into the body.
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by allowing this imprint of the Adashi-1 transition to come into the Eiradonis

Page:  438

progressively pull the imprint of mutated muck out with the Eiradonis body, wash it

bring the perfected imprint back down into the body. But this will be going

in the healed imprint back in, the encryption back into the physical body. This

Page:  446

its original Amenti imprint, and part of Urtha"s encryption So, they create land areas

Page:  453

Kristiac LUma Eterna imprint of the Earth. It actually holds part of Earth"s imprint

part of Earth"s imprint and part of Urtha"s imprint Urtha"s crust would be here.

part of Urtha"s imprint Urtha"s crust would be here. Earth"s crust would be here,

Page:  461

according to the imprint in your personal shields. So, let it go. Push the

Page:  470

is your main imprint here, and it means that out here you would be

Page:  479

the core memory imprint for the AdorA side. What is the Procyak False Memory



run false memory imprints, false encryptions here, that are connected into various portions of

Page:  481

that held the imprint of both the Andromeda Galaxy set, and the corresponding ones
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Page:  17

AdorA, their perfect imprint would be in the Ecoushic Record. At the center of

Page:  18

and set the imprint of the Aquafereion Shield for the 1st time in the

Page:  39

an lndigo-1 imprint So there were commissions from the beginning about who is

Page:  45

It takes the imprint of what ascended and manifests a less dense perfect version

Page:  142

a False Memory Imprint This whole planet is saturated with False Memory imprint that

with False Memory imprint that has been fed into it from the FA groups

Page:  153

a dot Matrix imprint that looks like Light on the AdorA side, but here

Page:  160

into a fetal imprint that bears the same space-time encryption as did the

Page:  170

has more dominant imprint in the grids in pieces it will actually empty, the

Page:  173

a fear -imprint around the word "Bhardoah" in the New Age movement

Page:  221

and two perfect imprints (the original and the Reishaic replica) of the original

Page:  262

that split fetal imprint, and something else is running around in a body that"s,



Page:  263

the missing fetal imprint in our own shields. And we"re also bringing the whole
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5th DNA Strand Imprint ........................................................ .................... ..
................................. 20 Cloister Melchizedeks versus Templar Melchizedeks

Page:  5

are little personality imprints, there is an inner child at various ages, and there

Page:  8

within their Monadic Imprint and found themselves unable to retain their connection to the

Page:  9

with the human imprint. Most present day humans were originally a consciousness that"
manifested

Page:  10

hold the energy imprint that is stronger than all of the others. If you

Page:  11

they contain the imprints of Strands 7 through 12 that can be activated once

in a human imprint, even if you didn"t start out that way, your God-

in the human imprint. (Evolutionary Path of Human Consciousness) Melchizedek Hosting Not
all

Page:  13

clear the miasmic imprint. We deal with the Rishi a lot in working with

Page:  14

release the miasmic imprint. They will work with you to clear the karmic imprint

clear the karmic imprint as fast as possible without throwing your system into chaos,

Page:  17

a Base-12 Imprint. What we do is simply receive a spark of D-

Page:  18



the morphogenetic field imprint of the full 12-Strand DNA Silicate Matrix and has

Page:  19

the Silicate Matrix Imprint, to conduct Level-1 Ordinations for others. At this level,

Page:  20

5th DNA Strand Imprint In Tangible Structure of the Soul, there is a technique

Page:  21

5th DNA Strand Imprint within your Morphogenetic Field. Trusting your guidance, you may
desire

receive the full imprint of the 12-Strand Silicate Matrix. It"s valuable to use

5th strand DNA imprint, as it will bring the 5th dimensional frequencies of the

Field, awaiting the imprint of the 5th DNA strand. Once the 5th strand is

5th strand is imprinted, the new frequencies will naturally enter the imprint of the

naturally enter the imprint of the 5th DNA strand, beginning the process of anchoring

of receiving the imprint of the 12-Strand Silicate Matrix is quite simple and

the needed dormant imprint of the Silicate Matrix within your Morphogenetic Field. Full
expansion

requires the morphogenetic imprint of the 12-Strand Silicate Matrix. Melchizedek Cloister
Ordinate-Degree

Page:  23

the personal Monadic Imprint that holds the personal D-12 Maharic Shield Christos Divine

Page:  25

You"ll get an imprint. Then bring your consciousness back to you, and you will

Page:  33

possesses the dormant imprint of a minimum of the 12-Strand Angelic Human design.

Page:  36

the morphogenetic field imprint of the full 12-Strand DNA Silicate Matrix, and has

Page:  47

the morphogenetic field imprint of the full 12-Strand DNA Silicate Matrix, and has

the Silicate Matrix Imprint, and thus to conduct Level- 1 Ordinations for others. Level-
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Page:  12

to override that imprint. So we are ... it has been .. .the

Page:  19

holds the entire imprint of that system. Its original Divine Blueprint, plus anything-as

is the two imprints completely combined. These are connected-this first cell is connected

Page:  20

Regain our original imprint. So they"re going to teach us how to work with

Page:  23

a 12 strand imprint at birth, has been upgraded to 24, which means, yeah,

Page:  35

would take your imprint, but you would have to incarnate into a new form
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the lnfrasound heat imprint of your "Desire Photo" encryption. Return to normal breathing,

the lnfrasound heat imprint of your "Desire Photo" encryption, that you picked up

Page:  41

side" Infra-Sound Imprint, which "holds the atoms of EtorA matter together". From
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our Base DNA Imprint, and our "Walk In " Imprint. This adds or

Walk In " Imprint. This adds or subtracts the Living Sha-LA"-ea Light
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Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient" Potentials & Options of Evolution The

lndigo Walk-in Imprint) Aquareion/Aquafereion "Krysf" genes with major dominant Aquareion
and

Page:  20

1 Birth-in Imprint & lndigo-2- Walk-in Imprint I ndigo-1 Aquari-

2- Walk-in Imprint I ndigo-1 Aquari-Human Birth-in Imprint, & 2007

Human Birth-in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /Angelic-
Human

Human Birth-in Imprint & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /Angelic-
Human

Human Birth-in Imprint post 9562BC & Min after SL-2 for +50/

3 Birth-in Imprint can go "up or Down"; Angelic-Human/Leviathan- "

to lndigo-2 imprint with Aquafereion Host.) Can Upgrade to lndigo-2 Median-Earth
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3 Birth-in Imprint, can go "Up or Down"; Angelic-Human/Leviathan Hybrid

2 Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/Angelic Human

1 Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/White Dragon

FA Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Equari-White Dragon FA genes, with dominant Bourgha
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Page:  29

some of that imprint where we made some bad decisions and political dramas that

the human DNA imprint. There are some very nasty memories in the DNA imprint

in the DNA imprint where we feel really bad because we made some messes.
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the highest evolutionary imprint for a black hole system. When a person accepts a
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Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient Potentials" & Options of Evolution The

lndigo Walk-in Imprint Aquareion/Aquafereion "Kryst" genes with major dominant Aquareion
and
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1 Birth-in Imprint & lndigo-2- Walk-in Imprint lndigo-1 Aquari-Human

2- Walk-in Imprint lndigo-1 Aquari-Human Birth-in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic

Human Birth-in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /Angelic-
Human

Human Birth-in Imprint & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /Angelic-
Human

Human Birth-in Imprint post 9562BC & Min after SL-2 for +50/

3 Birth-in Imprint can go "up or Down; Angelic-Human/Leviathan- "

to lndigo-2 imprint with Aquafereion Host.) Can Upgrade to lndigo-2 Median-Earth
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3 Birth-in Imprint, can go "Up or Down"; Angelic-Human/Leviathan Hybrid

2 Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/Angelic Human

1 Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Leviathan-1 Green or Red Dragon/White Dragon

FA Birth-in Imprint, have dominant Equari-White Dragon FA genes, with dominant Bourgha
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the hidden birth imprints, light quotient potentials and evolutionary options that currently
govern our

Page:  14

the Milky Way imprint, which is the lock down imprint? That"s what it"s not

the lock down imprint? That"s what it"s not just the planetary level; this goes

get that original imprint back. Kind of like the sky"s the limit, or Andromeda"s
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atoms follow that imprint. I think we"re going to learn more about what that
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and hold the imprint for manifestation) & Keylons (aggregations ofPartiki Units built upon
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Held the whole imprint for the evolution of the Turaneusiam Race The MCEO Freedom
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The Indigo DNA imprint is that of the Elder Race+ 71h Root Race, Melchizedek
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will get an imprint of the codes that they do not have, the Ascension

Page:  62

finite-life genetic imprint of a new Illuminati-Leviathan mutant-hybrid-human Fall-species,
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the 48-Strand Imprint that connects with the dimensional scale up in Higher Earth,
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one here; an imprint of the big one we made and sent the other
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finite-life genetic imprint of a new Illuminati-Leviathan mutant-hybrid-human Fall-species,
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adopt the common imprint of the mathematicalgeometrical program of the Planetary Kathara
Grid blueprint,
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set the morphogenetic imprint upon which the Chakra system and foundation DNA
organization of

level, DNA strand imprint, and level of consciousness. Just as 3 Signets, Seed Seals

Page:  31

will have an imprint of your Density-1 body in your Density-2 Soul

will have an imprint of this body in your Oversoul body. What we are
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and set an imprint that would allow for interface between Urtha and Earth beings."
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Kristic 144-Eiement imprint back on. The opening of the Ah-SA-yas Orb
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own Silver Seed imprint, a gift made possible by the Aah-jhuna Gifting Wizards.

our Silver Seed Imprint- allowing us to transmute the mini-imprint of our opposition,

transmute the mini-imprint of our opposition, the amazing Bliss Journey within the Krystal
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48-Strand DNA imprint that connects us into Higher Earth). DN-1 Aquafereion Shield

48-Strand DNA imprint that connects us into Higher Earth). Includes: (1) Entry-
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the Silver Seed Imprint (from the Middle-Earth Edon-Domain Aj-JhU-na‘
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Physical-Body Birth Imprints, their "Light-Quotient Potentials" & Options of Evolution The

lndigo Walk-in Imprint) Aquareion/Aquafereion "Kryst" genes with major dominant Aqua rei

Page:  12

1 Birth-in Imprint & I ndigo-2- Walk-in Imprint lndigo-1 Aquari-

2- Walk-in Imprint lndigo-1 Aquari-Human Birth-in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic

Human Birth-in Imprint, & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /Angelic-
Human

Human Birth-in Imprint & 2007 Angelic Human Genetic Upgrade Aquafereion /Angelic-
Human

Human Birth-in Imprint post 9562BC & Min after SL-2 for +50/

3 Birth-in Imprint can go "up or Down"; Angelic-Human/Leviathan- "

to lndigo-2 imprint with Aquafereion Host.) Can Upgrade to lndigo-2 Median-Earth
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Co-HarA Karmic Imprint Activation and Clearing). The Dhan-KEi-Ti Membrane has 31ayers:
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Co-HarA Karmic Imprint of 576 Incarnates (Dhara-Dhan-KhOmi) plus 8 Probable
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releasing emotional body imprints that we took on as we integrated into the fetal

explored emotional body imprints of abandonment and separation anxiety, the terror imprint
of not

anxiety, the terror imprint of not feeling loved, and the fear of losing control

these emotional body imprints were replicating in our holograms and crying out for healing.

also discussed the Imprint of Final Impact, and at the time we did not

Quick Seal 1) Imprint of Final Impact I Oraphim Guilt Complex 2) Fall of

Page:  3

Wounds of Time Imprint of Final Impact Oraphim Guilt Complex In 208,216BC we lost
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in our personal imprint, we will also piece-by-piece, each one of us

has a trauma imprint that has been repeating itself over and over and over.
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your own Karmic Imprint from this life that comes up, because as DNA activates
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the Karmic Core Imprint for your Density-1 Probable Selves as well as Density-

clear the Core Imprint and it will assist you so that you are not

like the Fetal Imprint and the pain associated with childhood and those types of
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Co-HarA/Karmic Imprint within the personal DhanKEi-Ti Membrane) for individuals accepting
the
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